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ST HELENA SNIPPETS
Donna Crowie, SAMS

Miss Perfect

Name: Sharna Ella-Rose Henry
DOB: August 3, 2017
Time: 17:45
Weight: 7lb 5 1/2oz
Parents: Madonna Henry and
Shane Green

Sharna Ella-Rose Henry

Baby Sharna is “doing
very well and loves her
food, enjoys playing and
love looking at pretty colours and the TV,” mummy
said.
Mummy and daddy are
coping with parenting
and are enjoying the “nice
experience.”
Madonna and Shane
would like to thank midwives Rosie Mittens,
Erica Bowers and Victoira
Thorogood, as well as Doctor Francisco, for the care
before and during the safe
delivery of Sharna.
Extended thanks to all
family and friends for all
the gifts, messages and
blessings.

Two Charged in Fatal Crash Incident

Police now appealing to pickup truck drivert
Andrew Turner, SAMS

I

n the early hours of Saturday, Aug. 12 a
fatal road traffic accident occurred on the
Deadwood road, which resulted in a death
of a young male person.
On Friday, Sept. 8 the St Helena Police
Directorate announced that two men have
been charged with causing death by reckless driving. Both have now been released
on bail, and will appear before the St Helena
Magistrate’s Court at a later date.
“Enquiries that myself and other officers
have shown that there is a criminal case to
answer for both of these individuals,” said
Detective Inspector Dave Honan. “The court
is the appropriate place for those answers
to be sought. I cannot say anything more
about this, a process has new been started
and these individuals have now been bailed
to court.”
But Dave Honan did say the St Helena
Police are appealing for information from
anybody who was in the Ruperts, Deadwood
or Haul Road areas between 1:30am and
3am on the morning of Aug. 12. The police
are also directly appealing to the driver of
a pickup truck that they believe was travelling to Ruperts at approximately 2am to

2.30am.
There continues to be a higher police
presence on St Helena’s roads. The offi-

cers are there for the specific purpose of
preventing further accidents, as well as to
catch anti-social or drunk drivers.
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CONTRIBUTED ARTICLE

Planning Meeting Recap
Planning meeting
answers questions,
but raises more
Andrew Pearce, Contributed

T

he future shape of St Helena was
decided last Wednesday at the September
meeting of the Land Development Control Authority (LDCA). Under the advice
of the Chief Planning Officer (CPO), a full
complement of six experienced lay members dealt with eleven planning applications in three-and-a-half hours.
After being deferred last month, a retrospective application was considered for
a ‘non-permanent’ container that the
police had recently installed in the Barn
& Great Stone Tops National Park. The
CPO reported that permission was granted in 2011 for an area west of Gregory’s
Battery to be used as a firing range. In
recent weeks, though, and without planning permission the police had installed
the container and used an excavator to
cut out a large flat area for a new range.
Members were told the CPO had walked
all over the area and the container was
not visible from anywhere, but she suggested it should be camouflaged so it
would not stand out. There was no reference to the Barn Post Box walk behind
the target zone.
The container was retrospectively permitted, but the Authority did not wish
to insist on ground restoration work.
Instead, it agreed to send a stern message that earth moving in the National
Park was not permitted. Therefore it was
agreed the CPO would write a letter of
reprimand to the police.
It was also reported the scaffold erected
by the police at Ladder Hill, also without
planning permission, has now been removed following an enforcement notice
issued by the CPO.
Often the smallest applications bring
up larger issues. The island-wide Advertisements Policy says, ‘Internally illuminated box signs will not generally be
permitted.’ Nevertheless, on Wednesday
the Authority permitted just such a sign
in Narra Backs, on a listed building in the
conservation area. The CPO said it would
be okay since the applicant will only be
using a dim light bulb. Are the flood gates
now open to all those refused in the past?
The Advertisements Policy was not
quoted by the CPO during the meeting.
But we cannot know if it was written to

members in the Officer Report. Following
a February LDCA resolution made behind
closed doors, all planning files at Essex House are now kept secret from the
public in perpetuity. Should the public
be able to know whether their planning
policies are being properly and fairly applied?
The restoration of two traditional cottages above Market Street in the Jamestown conservation area then came before
the Authority. The simple, sensitive and
in-character design was immediately
striking. However, the CPO said she did
not understand the basic design concept
and asked the Authority for advice. The
members were equally dumbfounded. As
the CPO is supposed to advise the Authority, it was deferred for a month pending
an explanation from the designer.
A new fast food takeaway was proposed at Half Tree Hollow on the open
Crown land between the Salvation Army
Hall and Solomons DIY, overlooking the
Clinic. The CPO described the group of
shops, church and clinic as a node and
that therefore a takeaway was a suitable
use. This is a prominent site, especially
when approached from White Wall. The
proposed building was described and ac-

cepted as ugly by the CPO. It was not decided exactly where the building would
be sited or in which direction it would
face. Nevertheless full planning permission was granted; with the condition that
its final orientation is approved by the
CPO. Is there a case for quality control on
Crown-owned sites?
Further to the LDCA meeting, an appeal
will be heard at the Court House on Friday 15th September. The Environment &
Natural Resources Committee is appealing against the LDCA decision to refuse
permission to use the Duke of Edinburgh
playground as a temporary car park. This
had been proposed as mitigation for loss
of parking spaces while the Greenlands
project was under construction.
So far there has been no reply to the
question raised in The Sentinel Aug. 3
about progress on the World Heritage
Site application. Is there still any interest? When St Helena was added to the
UNESCO Tentative List in 2012, a report
to the British Government said, ‘Successful World Heritage properties are
those that had effective management and
conservation in place before nomination
to the List’. In which direction is St Helena heading?

The proposed takeaway site in Half Tree Hollow.
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OPINION

SENTINEL
COMMENT
Donna Crowie, SAMS

S

ights of St Helena, which started
recently within The Sentinel, really did
bring back memories of little things I
can still remember as a child that used
to happen on St Helena. Like on a Saturday, looking forward to going into town
with only £1 – yes, only £1; but we would
go home with a packet of Golden Wonder
crisp, a Wonderbar and a sunny drink (a
beer bottle with locally-made soft drink)
from C&M's store (where Warren’s is
now), and might even get home with
change.
Oh, and the lovely meals from the Consulate snack bar, from BBQ sausage and
fries to tuna pasta, everything was on
display.
Saturday nights the town would be
busy. Parents got the kids going in the
shops, I know one of my favourite shops
was Busy Bee with all the stationary.
Then, Saturday nights behind the Canister you would find the Fowler Brothers
food van with either chicken and chips or
Fish n’ chips in a grey paper bag.
Oh, and we can't forget Eva Fowler with
her delicious triangle ice cream, yum
yum!
When going to Pilling Middle School
and Prince Andrew, on a number of occasions I was selected to go onboard cruise
ships to sing for the passengers.
A little bit later in my youth, Donny's
Place operated from two containers, one
for the bar and one for the food. The
deck had picnic benches and tables with
chairs. Kids’ discos were in the main hall,
and also in the cellar.
There are also a lot of shops that have
moved around, like the Bank. That was
once E.B Stores, which used to provide
daily bread services – and you would
know the bread was going in the shop as
you would see the wheel barrow (not a
garden one) stacked up with fresh bread
and covered with a white cloth.
I think that's enough of memory lane,
as I bet most of you have loads more tales
to tell. I feel we have to treasure these
memories now, as things on St Helena
are changing, and will be changing even
more as in the next few weeks we will see
the start of air service to St Helena. Soon,
I bet we will be seeing new faces around
the island.
So may I say,

"Treasure your memories and
look forward to the future."
South Atlantic Media Services, Ltd.,
The Media Centre, Castle Gardens,
Jamestown, St Helena, South Atlantic
Ocean, STHL 1ZZ. Tel: 22727
E: news@sams.sh, W: www.sams.sh
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Dear Editor
On the evening of Thursday 7th September 2017 Hurricane Irma struck the
Turks and Caicos Islands in the Caribbean, a place where Sarah and I call home
after leaving St Helena earlier this year.
The catagory 5 Hurricane struck the islands with terrifying ferocity and power
and this continued for 12 hours unabated.
We knew the storm was coming and
we were fearful given the damage and
destruction that it had caused on the Islands to the south of us. We feel lucky to
have lived through this experience unscathed and it would be fair to say we
doubt this might be the outcome during
the onslaught from Hurricane Irma.
The days leading into the storm and
the period following it were challenging,
at times distressing for both of us and
demanding on me in my job as Deputy
Commissioner of Police. The devastation
caused by Hurricane Irma continues to
test our personal resilience and resolve.

Throughout this period Sarah and I
have been overwhelmed with the love
and support shown by so many people
living on St Helena, both Saints those
from overseas. St Helena and St Helenians left an everlasting mark on us and
to receive such support from so far away
helped sustain us through the difficult
times leading up to, during, and following Hurricane Irma.
It is impossible to articulate just how
much the messages meant to us, how
much we appreciated them and the
positivity we took from them. We will
always be grateful for the love and support shown through your messages; you
truly made such a difference to us during
a very frightening and distressing time.
Thank you to all of you from the bottom
of our hearts.

Best wishes,
Trevor and Sarah Botting
Turks and Caicos Islands.

Kingshurst Community Centre
Dates for your diary:
7:30pm 15 September 2017 - Euchre Night
8pm 22nd September - Roots, Rock & Reggae (Rum Punch and Hot Food
on Sale) - Donations to the Red Cross hurricane Irma can be made at this
event
6pm 17th November - Motown (Motown specials and Hot Food on Sale)
25th November - Festive Fun Day
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YOUR LETTERS
Dear Editor,
I do share the concerns of my friend
and work colleague of many years Basil
George. I join him in voicing my concerns and fears for our people during
this time of the biggest development in
our island’s history.
I was surprised and saddened to learn
of the new Health Committee at its very
first meeting is proposing to increase
medical fees. I am also disappointed
that newly elected Legislative Council
has hardly had time to warm their seats
and have agreed the increases. Have
they studied the social impact of these
increases will have on our community
many of who are struggling to survive?
Where are the pre-election commitments that are now hardly two months
old?
I was hoping that the development of
an airport would bring prosperity, but
so far all I see is escalating taxation and
charges imposed, and more pressure
and stress placed on people to make
ends meet. We are currently in a position where the gap between the haves
and have-nots is getting wider. There
will also be an increase in the water tariff. No doubt Connect will have it up
its sleeve to pull out a proposal to increase the electricity. Medical and Water are two essential services and are
vital to our existence on this earth and
there is no doubt in my mind, this decision will definitely affect the lives many
people on basic island pensions and low
incomes as well as non-index linked
pensions.
I witnessed being at the medical laboratory Hospital, when a gentleman presented with a paper for tests , and was
told he would have to pay £22.50 up
front, the look on his face was that of
complete and utter dismay and shock.
He was told that he had to pay for five
tests but all he had was five pounds in
his pocket. As well as paying to get into
town as the country clinics were closed
at that time. He turned to leave but the
Senior Biomedical Officer, being a true
Saint put his hand in his pocket and
gave the gentleman some money to save
embarrassment. I often wondered what
would have happened if he was not able
to pay. Probably he would have to lower
his dignity and beg from the Benefits
Office. There are tales that others could
probably to tell of similar incidents. One
that comes across my mind: There have
been incidents where badly written legislation requires information such as a
trust fund that was set up for an eleven year old child who lost her mother

when she was barely a year old. The
Social Benefits Ordinance, was allowed
to go through without much thought as
to how it would affect the vulnerable. I
went to listen to the debate on that Ordinance when it was being discussed at
formal Legco, and it was very obvious
that one of the Councillors did not fully
understand what it was all about, and
said some imprudent comments which
was thought to be included in the ordinance and had to be corrected by the
then Attorney General.
I am sure there are other similar tales
of what is happening on island to people
who are vulnerable.
I fully understand that the budget must balance, and
would suggest that Councillors take
time and look carefully at how the money is spent. I am sure efficiencies can
be made elsewhere without once again
targeting the vulnerable and fobbing
them off by giving them a pound extra
per week on their pension. We must not
forget those with large families, the low
income earners don’t even get that, and
there are those who get nothing because
they have had their benefit taken away,
and left with no income at all.
It is an acceptable fact that those with
lower incomes/poorer members of society are more frequent users of the
health service because with poverty
comes ill health. This means that they
are disproportionately confronted with
the proposed increase.
Please councillors, you yourselves
quoted when you were in pre-election
mode that “people are struggling”.
Think of the ramifications of your decisions before you agree them. I even
suggest you should put off the impending review looking at your own salaries
in the light of this.
Sincerely
Ivy Ellick
Coﬀee Tree Turning
Putty Hill
Dear Editor
Island history is fascinating and it is
hoped that the long-overdue revived
discussions about reburial of the Remains of the Liberated African people
will reach the already agreed conclusion by a majority of islanders soon –
namely reburial.
In a Sentinel article by Emma Dee
last week, she was obviously not aware
of previous excavations for the Power
Station in the 1970’s when again bones
were stored and eventually buried near
the Cathedral in 6th April 1997 by

Bishop John Ruston in a moving ceremony. Later, researcher Heidi- BauerClapp brought a Memorial tablet for
these graves.
• 1984: During excavations for the
Power Station in Ruperts, more remains were unearthed from an unmarked mass burial ground. Although
Melliss’ map showed some graveyards,
the location of all was not known.
These were stored in cleaned out oil
drums at PWD until 1997 when the reburial at the Cathedral took place.
• 1985: A Committee appointed by the
Governor agreed that these remains
from Ruperts and those from Half Tree
Hollow which had already been put in
boxes and placed in St. Swithin’s Chapel should eventually be interred at
Rupert’s Valley. A Memorial Garden
was planned to be built in conjunction
with the proposed new church at Ruperts.
• 1996: The Church at Ruperts was
built and dedicated – 21 years ago but
no Memorial Garden to date.
• 1997: I don’t know why the Memorial garden was not pursued, but
Bishop John Ruston held a little ceremony, which I attended, along with
many others, on 6th April 1997, outside the graveyard at St. Paul’s where
they were reburied near to the graves
of the 3 Indian seamen who died after reaching the island following the
sinking of the “City of Cairo”, in 1942.
These seamen each have a tombstone
erected by the Shipping Company, but
the mound over the slave bones had
no marker. These bones were in boxes,
and were mixed with bones from the
former Half Tree Hollow graveyard
which had become a playground when
it was full. The service itself was very
moving and dignified.
The explanation of the circumstances
given by the Bishop on the programme
for the short service says:“The physical remains of some of the
liberated Africans who died in Rupert’s
Valley in the middle years of the last
Century (i.e. the 19th) were unintentionally unearthed during the digging
of the foundations for the Power House
and other building activities there several years ago------.
Some human remains have also been
unearthed more recently during building operations in Half Tree Hollow,
where there was a graveyard (no longer
used) also many years ago. This short
service is in order, in reverence and
respect to past generations of people
whose remains were disturbed (some
of whom were Christians while some
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had not heard the Gospel of Christ and
held to different Faiths) to lay to rest
before the Lord, those physical remains which were thus disturbed in
building operations in connexion with
(the) electricity supply which was for
the benefit of the whole community,
regardless of religious belief.”
For the main Scripture Reading,
Bishop Ruston chose passages from
Genesis which show that, “from earliest times since humans were created
by the Lord, human beings desired
that the earthly remains of loved ones
should be reverently laid to rest in
suitable places of burial.”
Let us hope that the slave remains
excavated 2007-08 at Ruperts can be
reburied soon with dignity.
Yours sincerely
Barbara B. George

Dear Editor,
Reference the various documents provided to Councillors and members of
the public by Connect on utility tariffs,
thank you for the opportunity to com-

ment accordingly.
Connect has made the decision to increase the water chargers by 40%.
I believe that an increase in utility tariff at this period in time is particularly
untimely as we are about to start the
long-awaited air access with a desperate hope that it will slowly but surely
give St Helena’s economy the start to a
new least of life. If the increase of utilities cannot be avoided, then a delay until April 2018 should be seriously considered. I fail to understand how a delay
of just six months can “have a devastating impact on service delivery”. The
costs of electricity and water will have
a major influence on the possibility of
developing an economy that can soon,
rather than later or never, serve all the
people of St Helena for good. With respect, in my opinion, Connect has the
monopoly to provide the service and
therefore will always be in a position to
hold St Helena to ransom and their customers “over a barrel” when deciding,
justifiably or otherwise, to increase the
costs of utilities. At this particular period in time the St Helena Government
is already desperately struggling with
a serious lack of funding. Residents of
St Helena are already struggling with
a very high cost of living. And there is
a public perception that Connect is al-

ready enjoying a level of extravagance
within their operations. As an elected
representative it is difficult for me to
gauge if the public and local businesses
are getting value for money as a result
of Connect operating as an efficient and
committed provider of utilities in the
very best interest of St Helena’s development in general. I am mindful of my
obvious lack of knowledge of Connect’s
operations. Customers and Councillors can only read Connect’s ongoing
justifications for increasing utility tariffs without any concreate evidence of
verification. Please can you kindly inform me if there is an independent body
maintaining oversight of Connect’s operations from the ground floor through
to supervisory and management level
for performance and efficiencies.
With reference to the documents provided to Councillors at the recent meeting with Mr Barry Hubbard and Mr Leon
De Wet, Connect used Ascension as a
benchmark. It was pointed out to the
gentlemen the reasons why Ascension
should not be used as a public comparison with details to enhance Connect’s
case as it mislead the public.
Thank you
Kind regards
Cyril Leo (Cllr)

St. John's Church, Jamestown

In Tribute to
Part-time staff (18+ years)
wanted for weekend work (Friday and /or
Saturday 6 – 10 pm), working with young
people and creative arts.
Previous experience working with children
and teenagers would be an advantage.
Local Police vetting certificate and level 2

CATHY HOPKINS
---ooo0ooo---

A CONCERT
for

ORGAN & HARP
BISHOP RICHARD FENWICK
& JANE FENWICK

safeguarding training required which
Creative Saint Helena can arrange.
£4 per hour.
Please call 25280 or 23988 for an
application form.

Tribute to Cathy by fellow VSO: Barbara George
Organ works by Pachelbel, Bach, Wilhelm Rudnick, Vierne
& Johann Gottfried Walther
Harp works by Godefroid & Hasselmans

Saturday 16 September at 7 pm
ALL WELCOME
---ooo0ooo--Drama session
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NOTICE BOARD

EXHIBITION
To mark United Nations World Day of Peace.
From 21st – 28th September 2017
Jamestown Museum
Free Entry.

All Welcome

NEWS
Sure is proud to announce the appointment of Adam Fowler to Network Technician Apprentice. Adam is a recent year 13 student of
Prince Andrew School and has worked at Sure during recent work experience stints as a student and thoroughly enjoyed his placement. During this time, Adam displayed a good attitude to learning, postivity, motivation and commitment; all of which are key in
achieving your desired personal goals and contributing to company objectives.
Adam’s apprenticeship will be for a period of one year during which time it is planned for him to learn and acquire applicable
knowledge and skills aswell as valuable hands on experience that will equip him for his studies when he hopes to attend University
next year. Sure St Helena is one of the business units of the International Sure Group and therefore Adam has had the opportunity
to network with staff and apprentices throughout the Sure Group operating across multiple regions; which should further enhance
his experience of working within the telecoms industry.
Since starting at Sure on 01 August 2017, Adam said “earlier this year I was presented with an exciting opportunity by Christine
Thomas CEO of Sure. I was fortunate enough to be offered a job as a Networks Technician Apprentice within the company where I
could develop beneficial experience which could aid my future career. Having completed two years of hard-work studying for my
A-Levels at Prince Andrew School, I was finally able to take on a full-time job.
It has been a month since I’ve started and I am thoroughly enjoying the experience so far. I feel that there is a wide range of skills
I can develop and there are a lot of people with technical knowledge from whom I can learn from. I am very interested in communications and if I have the opportunity to go to university I would like to study a degree based around it. Technology is constantly
evolving, and I’m certain that the island; in terms of internet access and communications, will be advancing as well. Overall, I’m
excited about being a part of the future upcoming company projects and I am very grateful for this valuable opportunity”.
Sure is keen to attract and develop young, talented people and are pleased that Adam has choosen Sure to complete his pre-university work experience. Adam is a great example to other young people who are excited about learning and is proof that with hard
work you can achieve what ever you aim for.
At Sure, we aim to bridge the gap between School and Work and aim to make the transition smoother as it can be scary, for what
can be a daunting prospect for young people. We therefore encourage young people who would like to gain valuable experience at
Sure to take advantage of the work experience programmes and apprenticeship schemes. By joing us they can acquire the knowledge,
skills and experience that will not only benefit them in the interim but provide the foundation for the rest of their career.
If you are interested in gaining work experience with Sure, then please get in contact with our Human Resources Manager, Shara
Robinson. Have a chat with our teams and express your interest either via your careers mentor, or directly via ourselves. Remember,
whilst Sure operates within the Telecoms Industry; we operate across a wide myriad of disciplines from engineering to finance, to
customer services, communications centres, administration, marketing and procurement.
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VACANCY – METEOROLOGICAL SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS OFFICER

The Meteorological section is seeking to recruit a self-motivated person to work on a part-time basis as a Scientific Observations Officer. This post is a trainee role with the opportunity to becoming full-time in the future.
The candidate will initially be required to work 7 hours a day on Thursdays and Fridays with some paid overtime
on the weekends.
The candidate should have GCSE’s in Maths, English and Science at Grade C or above and some experience of
working in meteorological operations.
Salary for the post starts at £3.68 per hour.
For further details regarding this post, interested persons should contact Mr Lorimar Bennett, Meteorological
Station Manager on telephone number 24422 / 24785 or e-mail metoffice.901@helanta.co.sh
Application forms and a job profile are available from Essex House, Jamestown. Application forms should be
completed and submitted to Miss Karen Thomas, Human Resources Manager or email karen-thomas@enrd.gov.
sh by no later than Wednesday 27 September 2017.
All appointments are subject to the successful candidate providing satisfactory clearances, including a medical
check and vetting/DBS clearance. SHG reserves the right to have information provided on the application form
independently verified.
SHG positively accepts applications from all members of the community regardless of race, gender, disability,
age, sexual orientation, religion or belief, and will consider all applications on the basis of merit, in accordance
with the person specification. All disabled applicants meeting the minimum criteria listed in the job profile will
be guaranteed an interview.
Derek Henry
Director of Environment and Natural Resources Division
11 September 2017

REMOTE BANKING SEPTEMBER 2017
Save yourself the trip into Jamestown

Bank of St Helena would like to advise the public that Remote Banking will commence at:

Scotland — Thursday, 21 September 09:30 — 12:30
HTH Supermarket— Monday, 25 September, 09:30—13:00
Longwood— Friday, 29 September, 09:30—14:30

Head Office: Market Street · Jamestown · St. Helena · South Atlantic · STHL 1ZZ
Tel: +290 22390 · Fax: +290 22553 · e-mail: info@sainthelenabank.com · web: www.sainthelenabank.com
Established and regulated in St. Helena under the Financial Services Ordinance, 2008 the Company Ordinance, 2004 and the Company Regulations, 2004
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ST HELENA SNIPPETS

Keeping Up with the Councillors
For the final edition of Keeping up with the Councillors, we have two new members of the council, Cyril
Leo (who previously served as councillor on Ascension Island), and Clint Beard.
Andrew Turner, SAMS

Cyril Leo

Q: How best you think St Helena can develop and progress through the changes
of the next few years?
A: “I think we have to find some way
of getting more St Helenians to embrace
the opportunities that this new development will present. I feel that if we can
get more people to focus on the positives
and hopefully make a contribution, in
no matter what small way they feel that
contribution is (even if it is going around
and keeping our environment tidy and
picking up the rubbish), that is important. Then, we have the larger concerns
like, for instance, we have a lot of people here who are only focusing on personal survival and you can’t blame them
for that because they can’t afford to be
thinking too far ahead. A lot of people are
near the breadline, or are already on the
breadline, and it is a struggle. If we can
increase the help and social welfare for
the people. Then there is education to inspire our children, because at the end of
the day that is going to be an important
factor in the future. I was talking to the
Director of Education and she felt that
not enough children are taking full advantage of all that education has to offer on the island. As for the larger development, that is already unfolding and I
think that is going to continue and have
a positive impact on the island.”
Q: How would you, as a councillor, like
to handle our infrastructure and economic development?
A: “Obviously if we could do something
on the seaside area, that will be an improvement; but one of the things we must
try to do is parking in Jamestown. A few
days ago I was walking down the street
and a gentleman shouted to me from
his car, who must have been frustrated I
suppose, and he said, ‘what are you going to do about parking in Jamestown.’
Now, I didn’t know who the gentleman
was but we had a conversation and it
turned out he had been concerned about

parking in Jamestown for a long time
now and he even went as far as drawing
up a plan for an area where there could
be additional parking. I told him that a
few mornings ago I deliberately went to
the top of Ladder Hill Road, by the ladder,
and I looked down and watched how the
cars were slowly accumulating and filling up the town, especially in the lower
area. I was also looking at what I would
do to try and improve the situation. I
had an idea, and I told it to the gentleman and said ‘you have more experience
than I have, you know what the obstacles
will be if you had to make this proposal.’
And I have to say that since I was talking to him, he was probably surprised by
the fact that I had actually been looking
into this. So I said, ’Ggo away and draw
up a plan, look at the obstacles you might
come up against, like heritage because
we must strike a balance between heritage and what is going to be in our best
interests moving forward for improvements or development.’ Hopefully this
gentleman will come back to me and say
if he thinks this is going to work or not.”
Q: What legislation would you like to
see passed if elected?
A: “I am not sure if this would count
as legislation or policy, but I would really like to see something done about the
current system that is in place for providing social benefit to those people who
are struggling on the breadline. I listen
to these people, and to me there is something seriously wrong in the policy or the
legislation and that would be my prime
concern.”

Clint Beard

Q: You say you would like to prioritise
Saint Helenians getting jobs on the island. How would you address this delicate issue?
A: “The main thing is that we need to
look at it strategically, there must be nondiscrimination within the employment
structure but we also need to look at how
we enhance skills within our schooling
system. So, by that I mean that we should
be looking at data that SHG should have
around jobs that are available within the

Castle and jobs that are advertised overseas. With those data-driven criteria,
we should be guiding students, even as
low as the beginning of Prince Andrew
School, we should be creating a career
guidance profile and steering individuals
within that direction. Now, that is happening, but to a very small percentage;
we need to increase that, because when
we are increasing that we are increasing
the skill that St Helena will have. We are
increasing the skill capacity and by that
as well we could be increasing the economic viability of the island because you
will have skilled people in decent jobs,
and earning a nice bit of money, and
spending money on island and that essentially would increase the economy.”
Q: Could you tell us a bit about benefits
on the island, and how you would work
with this issue if elected to council?
A: “I think the benefits system is a system that has to be reviewed, as you know,
for St Helena has a lot of determining
factors around freight, and the Shopping
Basket changes virtually from voyage to
voyage. And being out there and having
talked to a lot of young people, and it is
as if the system hasn’t been scrutinised
enough to understand the household because we need to make sure we do not
disbenefit anybody that needs to get a
benefit. We need to make sure the benefit is actually a benefit to that person,
because otherwise what we are doing is
saying that on the right-hand side we
will give you something, and on the lefthand side you’re saying that because you
have that box we can’t give that to you.
We need to make sure the benefit is a real
benefit to the individual and it is not actually a hindrance. So those issues need
to be reviewed.”
Q: How do you feel about health services on the island, and how might councillors work to uphold and improve it?
A: “The health service is, and I am just
looking at it as an individual sitting at
the hospital, but on the left-hand side
the hospital has been revamped at a
great expense. I would probably like to
see more or less: With the upgrade now
we should be seeing less referrals because we can do more detection; but then
I go to the opposite side and I ask myself, ‘why is it that we can’t invest £1000,
maybe £2000 and do a paint of the other
side of the hospital?’ Some things are
not that costly, but it will be indicative
of where we need to be. So we are moving forward and we have on one section
of the hospital, but on the other side we
need to revamp that side as well. Just
even a lick of paint, wouldn’t that help
the appearance?”
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Have you ever wanted to work on a tropical island?
ASCENSION ISLAND
GOVERNMENT

We are looking for a
Assistant Storekeeper
(Package up to £17,000)
AIG is seeking to recruit an Assistant Storekeeper as part of our team to assist with the daily
operations in AIG’s Stores.
If successful you will assist with all functions associated with the stores stock control, deal
with customer sales and queries on a day to day basis and to deal with stock and sales
reconciliation.
To be successful, you will need a good standard of education (at least three GCSE’s), have at
least 2 years’ experience of working in a warehouse or stores environment, have excellent
customer service skills and be computer literate. You must also have a valid driving licence
(class A). The ability to drive a forklift truck would be an advantage (we will provide training
if you do not have a current fork lift truck licence).
In return we are offering a two year contract (salary of £7,000) with a benefit package (for a
single status role) including:
x 37.5 hour working week
x Rent free accommodation (with electricity and water allowances)
x Food allowance (up to £3028)
x Relocation package
x One passage to the country of residence
x 30 days annual holiday (with additional 9 days public holidays)
x End of contract bonus
This appointment will be subject to:
x Satisfactory Employment References
x Satisfactory Medical Clearance
This role is offered with single or household status. As a single status employee, you will not
be able to bring family to live with you, although they may be able to visit on a tourist visa.
We are looking for the post holder to start as soon as possible.
Closing Date:

22nd September 2017 (at 12 noon)

Interview Date:

28th September 2017

Interviews will be carried out via Skype or teleconference

For more information and to apply visit: www.ascension-island.gov.ac/working-here/
We normally shortlist within two weeks of the closing date, if you have not received a written response
from AIG in relation to your application within two weeks of the closing date you should assume that
you application has been unsuccessful.
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From Eight Hours to One
Hospital radiology department gets faster internet
Andrew Turner, SAMS

T

he General Hospital in Jamestown has
received an upgrade to its internet connectivity.
A dedicated internet line has been installed for the radiology department, and
the Hospital’s main internet line has been
extended.
The radiology department’s new internet
line will allow images such as X-rays, Ultrasounds and CT Scans to be sent to the
radiology team in South Africa, which the
Hospital consults with.
The system is now much faster than it
previously was. The amount of time it takes
to get patients their diagnoses will be cut
down considerably.
“Whilst we did have a connection before,
it was very slow,” said Director of Health Dr
Akeem Ali. “Sometimes it took a whole day
to send the images that they would analyse
and report for us. So we approached Sure
about how we could upgrade, and they have
given us some support to do that. What it
means now is that we can send something
that would take eight hours, in about one
hour and sometimes even less.”
The dedicated line for radiology also has
the additional benefit of relieving bandwidth from the main Hospital line. This,
combined with the extension to the main
line, will mean other hospital departments

will also have faster internet and better
communications.
“Staff can now have easier access to their
emails and are more contactable,” Dr Ali
said. “The Education Centre is also internet-heavy, but generally, what we have
got now is something that can at least cope
with the demand that we need.”
The faster system is expected to benefit between 10-15 patients every week, or
roughly 50 patients every month.
SURE provided the dedicated line free of
charge as part of their “corporate and social
responsibilities.”

This week, we ask readers to identify what location on the island this photo is of.
One of the people who gets back to us with the
correct answer will win a free edition of The Sentinel.
Contact news@sams.sh, or telephone 22727 with
your answer.
The deadline for answers is 9am Wednesday,
Sept. 20.

“At SURE we recognise the growing requirement for improved connectivity and
the benefits that this brings to the community in meeting its day-to-day data needs,”
said Chief Executive of SURE SA Ltd., Christine Thomas, in a press statement. “We are
pleased to be able to provide and sponsor
enhanced data services to the Health Directorate that have a direct positive impact
on the lives of our community in the provision of healthcare, as well as the ongoing enablement and enhancement of staff
training opportunities for our healthcare
providers.”
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From 30th September, In+ventive Arts youth club will be opening
on Saturdays for children between 6 and 10 years old only.
We will be open between 6 – 9pm and activities can include art,
craft, board games, dance, drama, keyboard / guitar / ukulele
playing, cookery, sewing using sewing machine etc or just chill with
friends.
Friday evenings from 6 – 10pm will continue for members between
11 and 16 years old. Free membership. Tuck shop available.
Further information / registration forms: creativesainthelena@gmail.com /25280

Women’s Corona Society
“Sponsored Busy Hands” - a Fund Raiser with a Difference
Date: Wednesday 4th October 2017
Time: 7-9pm
Venue: “Harlyn” Half Tree Hollow
Sponsor forms available from:
J. Patsy Flagg 23727, Hazel Stevens 24333, Dawn
Thomas 22611
Doreen Bagley 23446, Mandy Constantine 22522
Activity: For example – craft work, music, sorting
items,
laptop work etc to keep hands busy for up to 2 hours
Prizes: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd for the most sponsor money
collected
Plan for the evening:
Please arrive at 6.30pm with sponsor papers so that
money
collected can be checked for prizes. Activities will
start at 7pm
and Prize giving & refreshments will be provided
after 9pm
Corona Members look forward to seeing you at
“Harlyn”

TIP OF THE WEEK…
Unplug battery
chargers when the
batteries are fully
charged or the
chargers are not in
use. Many chargers
draw power
continuously when
the device is not
plugged into the
charger
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CONTRIBUTED ARTICLE

THE CORDEAUX YEARS – PART 1
This article describes the traumatic 1911-1920 period when Harry Cordeaux was governor. He took over a collapsed flax industry caused by the incompetence of his predecessor, rampant inflation and food shortages.
Ian Bruce, Contributed

G

overnor Gallwey’s term of office
ended on 10 September 1911, Dr Wilberforce Arnold being sworn in as acting
governor just after midday and Gallwey
sailing to London the same afternoon to
take up his new appointment as governor
of Gambia. Captain Harry Edward Spiller
Cordeaux had been too ill to take up his
appointment as governor of Uganda in
1910 and was eventually appointed to the
same position at St Helena in December
1911. He delayed his arrival until 21 February 1912, when he was swiftly sworn
in as Governor. He was promoted to the
rank of Major in July and married Maud
Dundas (widow, daughter of Hon. George
Wentworth-Fitzwilliam) at St Paul’s on 2
October 1912. Unusually, she was given an
“Address of Welcome to the Bride Elect”
on her arrival at St Helena. The St Helena Guardian newspaper doubtless had
many of its readers scrambling for their
dictionaries when it described the bride
as “the cynosure of all eyes”. The choral
service was jointly conducted by Bishop
Holbech and Canon Porter. After the service, Cordeaux lost no time whisking his
new wife back to Plantation House, the
wedding reception being held several
days later. The last marriage by a serving governor at St Helena was between
Sir Patrick Ross and Eliza Bennett on 27
December 1849, also at the Cathedral.
Incomes only grew slightly during
Cordeaux’s period and were far exceeded
by a rampant increase in the cost of living, especially during the war years. Neither incomes nor inflation were indexed
or measured with any accuracy, so the
figures quoted in government reports
were merely indicative. In 1913, average
labourer wages were about 1s/9d a day
but the following year rose to a minimum of 2s a day in Jamestown as a work
arising from a major project to upgrade
the wharf. Against this, it was reported
that the cost of living had grown by some
40%, with significant rises in the cost of
staple foods. This was partly blamed on
hoarding. Cordeaux therefore issued a
proclamation on 13 November that limited the maximum retail price of essential
foods such as flour, bread, canned milk
and salted meat. The regular reissuing of
food price proclamations became a regular feature during the war. The cost of lo-

cally caught fish doubled in 1914. Whilst
acknowledging there were fewer fish in
the sea that year, Cordeaux still found
grounds for criticism, “the fisherman
class has deteriorated, both in numbers
and in energy and resource”. His implication that the fishermen were lazy
was wrong – they were running a cartel
whereby prices were maximised by limiting the size of their catches, this having been a feature of industry for at least
a century, John Barnes alluding to the
problem in 1817.
Throughout the early part of the war, the
leading retailers had refused Cordeaux’s
appeals to import greater quantities of
essential foods. Because of food shortages, there was a degree of hoarding and
prices began to rise rapidly. The government issued a series of proclamations
controlling prices, but shortages continued. In October and November 1917
there was a complete absence of many
essential foods on the island and has
been described as a period of actual starvation. Dixon reported: “This however
was looked upon as the fortune of war by
the poorer classes, who bore it without
grumbling, and it is pleasant to record the
fact that there were no disturbances or
demonstrations of any sort”. The following month permission was given by the
Colonial Office for Dixon the importation
of six months of supplies. He expected
the leading merchants to finance this, a
suggestion that was declined and seems
to not to have understood the problems
of cash flow, the lack of storage space or
the difficulty of long-term protection of
foods at St Helena from insects, rodents,
humidity and heat. The government had
the monopoly of supply and Dixon’s tight
controls in supplying the retailers proved
so unpopular that a public meeting on 27
June 1918 voted to petition London that
the acting governor to be recalled.
Food shortages were significantly
worsened by the loss of good agricultural
land to the flax (Phormium tenax) industry and increased dependence of imports, especially during the war with less
frequent visits by ships. Governor Gallwey had opened the first new flax mill
at Longwood in December 1907 with the
words, “[..] may the throb of the engine
and the song of the stripping machine be
long heard in the land”. The mill was run
by the government in the hope it would
provide a model for private enterprise

Governor Cordeaux

to copy. In the event it exemplified the
worst way of running the industry. Either
Governor Gallwey did not understand his
own figures or was under pressure from
the Colonial Office to show quick results.
For whatever reason, he embarked on a
reckless hell for leather production, processing all the available flax crops at such
a rate that the flax fields were stripped
before new plantings could reach maturity. Some 250 acres of flax were available to when Longwood Mill opened,
enough to produce about 300 tons of finished fibre. It took about three years for
newly planted flax to reach maturity, so
Gallwey knew average annual output of
finished fibre from the mill should not
exceeded 100 tons a year in the first three
years of operation. In the event, Gallwey
oversaw the manufacture and export of
334.5 tons of finished fibre (including
tow) in the first two years to the end of
1909.
Note: A complete and full referenced
version of this article can be read on a
section of the Island Info website, http://
sainthelenaisland.info/ianbrucethecordeauxyears.pdf
Next week: Government incompetence
leads to two years of mill closures before
full production can begin. Uncontrolled
flax plantings including clearance of
endemic plants, the blame for which is
heaped on the shoulders of land and mill
owners.
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Forest got its name.
The Company’s record of consultations,
dated 12 September 1692, shows an endeavour was made to improve the aforementioned laborious method of communications: “When the alarm of two guns
was fired at Prosperous Bay it was to be
repeated by two guns on the Main Ridge.
This was for one ship. If more than one
ship, three guns were to be fired, and then
the planters and their blacks must attend.”
Although this was perhaps not a very efficient little system of communications, it
was at least a start; but it must have been
a nightmare to traverse the terrain during
the early years of the settlement. In Ken
Denholm’s 1994 book From Signal Gun to
Satellite, Ken imagined that the out guard
who hurried overland from Flagstaff to
Jamestown had to cover about three miles.
That is assuming he took some short cuts.
Whereas the out guard who hurried from
Prosperous Bay to the alarm guns had at
least five miles to cover.
With a mobile phone today, from Prosperous Bay Signal Station the out guard
would (if there was cell phone signal) be
able to make immediate contact with the
Castle, where officials could investigate
what ships were due in and could take
appropriate action. But the cannons back
then were the most efficient means of
communication, and especially if it was
foggy and flag signals would be of little
use.
Mobile phones, compared with cannons
and flags for sounding alarms, are mo-

mentous. But leaving aside varied methods
of communication, it is worth reflecting
on the importance of the signal stations
themselves. They are important relics
from the past and deserving of protection
for posterity.
A plan of the Prosperous Bay Signal Station, in Signal Guns to Satellite, shows
two rooms of approximately 13ftx13ft, one
room of approximately 10ftx10ft, a porch,
a chimney, an outdoor chimney, an observation platform, a flagstaff and a safety
wall.
Incidentally, “Prosperous” was the name
of one of the ships under Captain Keigwin
that helped capture the Island from the
Dutch in 1673. Philip Gosse, author of St
Helena 1502–1938, does not mention that
there was a ship under Captain Munden
or Keigwin in his book. One of the ships
named was called “Assistance.” Quite
possibly, Prosperous Bay Plain could have
been called Assistance Bay Plain? Now
there’s a thought.

LIFESTYLE & CULTURE

Sounding
the Alarm
From guns and flags
to mobile phones
Ferdie Gunnell, SAMS

T

he touchdown of the recent Airlink
flight at St Helena Airport in Prosperous
Bay shows just how far the island’s communications have come over the centuries.
Notwithstanding that a fibre optic cable
would still improve today’s communications, it was known in St Helena when the
aircraft departed South Africa and when it
arrived at St Helena.
But the old Prosperous Bay Signal Station exists today as a ruin. The property
is situated beyond the airport overlooking
King and Queen Rocks. There is a post box
in the area.
A brief history of guns and flags is posted
in the bus shelter at Alarm Forest. It describes how the gun-and-flag system was
used in the days of sailing ships – to warn
about ships approaching St Helena and for
getting messages to the Castle, Jamestown. This may seem primitive today, but
years ago it was the most efficient means
of communication that could be conjured
up for “sounding the alarm.” Sailing ships
would first be sighted from Prosperous
Bay Signal Station.
The historic and disused Signal Stations
building is a relic from the past and is of
enormous significance in the history of
communications on St Helena. Beginning
its life as the first “Lookout House” to be
built on the Island, it later graduated to
become a key component of the audible
alarm system.
Imagine you are an out guard at the
Prosperous Bay lookout, or any of the other lookout stations around the Island; and
through your telescope, you can see an approaching ship. It could be an enemy ship
preparing to attack, or it could be one that
is carrying troops, mail or cargo for the island. Only Fort James would know if a ship
was expected. Your primary responsibility
is to alert Fort James as quickly as you can.
In the Consultations of the East India
Company of June 27, 1678 there is a record which states, “Out guards formerly
kept in five places were to be continued
at Rupert’s, Bank’s, Flagstaff, Prosperous
Bay and Sprague’s (alias Lemon Valley),
and from High Peak down the ridge to Old
Woman’s Valley where the Dutch landed
when they took the island in 1672. These
were guarded by a rotation system day and
night.”
The “ridge” referred to was a spur ridge,
running in a northerly direction, from the
lower slopes of the Great Central Ridge to
what is now called Alarm Forest (where
two alarm guns had been set up to fire
the required volley that would signify the
alarm to Jamestown). That was how Alarm

“Author Ferdie Gunnell’s great
uncle – Robert Gunnell (21) - was
a signalman at Prosperous Bay
Signal Station in 1904. He was
shot dead on November 2. His
murderers were hung on February 2, 1905 in the wood shed next
door to the gaol. It was the first
execution for 50 years.”
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TIME OUT

PUZZLE
TIME
Something Funny
Students fill in the end of old proverbs
A first-grade teacher collected old, well-known
proverbs. She gave each child in her class the first
half of a proverb, and had them come up with the
rest. This is what the children wrote:
Better be safe than … punch a fifth grader.
Strike while the … bug is close.
It’s always darkest before … daylight savings
time.
You can lead a horse to water but … how?
Don’t bite the hand that … looks dirty.
A miss is as good as a … Mr.
You can’t teach an old dog new … math.
If you lie down with the dogs, you’ll … stink in
the morning.
An idle mind is … the best way to relax.
Where there's smoke, there’s … pollution.
A penny saved is … not much.
Two’s company, three’s … the musketeers.
Laugh and the whole world laughs with you,
cry and … you have to blow your nose.
Children should be seen and not … spanked or
grounded.
When the blind leads the blind … get out of the
way.

Last week’s
Spot
the
difference
answers.
The locations of all
the missing ‘Links’
in last week’s Spot
the
Difference.
These will be familiar for those
who
spotted
them all, however, for those who
haven’t found everything, here are
the answers:

Fun facts in history this week:

Ever wondered what happened this week in history? Well, this week in...

1723:
Residents petitioned in protest about others freeing ‘Blacks’
and demanded that no more be permitted to be freed. Number
of ‘free Blacks’ given as 20.
1824:
Number of ‘free Blacks’ given as 1,066. Total population:
c.4,700.
1826:
The foundation stone is laid for the Ladder Hill Observatory,
which opens in 1828.
1952:
The first amateur radio station starts operating from St Helena .
1955:
St Helena & The Cross Church was opened.
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APPLY FOR A
CHEVENING
SCHOLARSHIP TODAY

The Chevening Secretariat is accepting
applications for UK Government scholarships to
study in the UK in 2018/2019. Applications for
Chevening Scholarships are now open until
Tuesday, 7 November 2017, with applications to
be submitted via: www.chevening.org/apply
Chevening Scholarships are awarded to
individuals with demonstrable leadership
potential who also have strong academic
backgrounds. The scholarship offers full
financial support for future leaders to study for
any eligible master’s degree at any UK university
whilst gaining access to a wide range of
exclusive academic, professional, and cultural
events.
For more information on the eligibility criteria
and award specifications, please visit:
www.chevening.org/apply/guidance or contact
Kerisha Stevens on tel: 22368 or email:
kerisha.stevens@sainthelena.gov.sh
Further information is also available at
www.chevening.org
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SCHOOL PAGE

HARFORD PRIMARY SCHOOL Changes
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“Bubbles” Holiday Club
Oh! No! Not school holidays again! No such cry from a group of children in Sandy Bay who have been involved in the ''Bubbles'' Holiday Club. Under the leadership of Mrs. Molly Fowler school holidays have taken
on a new meaning. Meeting at the Sandy Bay Community Centre the group have been engaged in various craft
activities, visits and above all facing our fears. We have been on a rollercoaster of fun, excitement and educational visits to 'The Airport', 'Shape Recycling Centre' where we got down and messy helping with various
projects. 'Sea Rescue' where we learnt a lot about sea safety and rip currents. 'The Police' who held a road /
bicycle safety session with us. 'The Fire Department' where we were able to experience the zip line .the effects of a smoke filled room, learning to use a fire extinguisher and putting out a chip pan fire using a fire
blanket. Phew!
We also held a Mum and toddler day which was great fun and a day when the Holiday Group from Happy
Tots Creche joined us in various activities.
With all these activities filling our days we still found time for football, music, cooking and generally having
fun together.
We would like to thank everyone involved in making our school holidays such fun but educational.
We are now back at school but eagerly awaiting the next set of holidays and to enjoy many more exciting
activities as there is so much
more we haven't done.
Watch this space for updates
on the ''Bubbles'' Holiday
Club.
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SAMS RADIO 1 SCHEDULE

Radio 1 SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY
Music
Please note this schedule is subject to change

TUESDAY

MONDAY
Music
10am - 12 Noon: Music Playlist
12 Noon - 4pm: Music Playlist
7pm: Music Playlist

Music

10am - 12 Noon: Music Playlist
12 Noon - 4pm: Music Playlist
7pm: Music Playlist

Presenter Shows
LIVE 7am - 10am: Sunrise Show with
Donna Crowie

10am - 4pm: Music Playlist
7pm: Music Playlist

Presenter Shows

LIVE 4pm - 7pm: Afternoon Drive with
James Fantom / Barry Francis

Arts & Crafts
LIVE 2pm - 4pm: Arts Wednesdays

Presenter Shows

LIVE 7am - 10am: Sunrise Show with

LIVE 7am - 10am: Sunrise Show with
Andrew Turner
LIVE 4pm - 7pm: Afternoon Drive with
Roxanna Williams / Mic-kail Harris

Donna Crowie
LIVE 12:30pm - 2:30pm: with Lauren
Crowie
LIVE 4pm - 5pm: Afternoon Drive with
Emma Weaver

Music

Chart Shows

1pm - 5pm: Music Playlist
7pm: Music Playlist

THURSDAY

LIVE 5pm - 7pm: Mike Brown

Music

FRIDAY

with Teeny Lucy

SATURDAY

Presenter Shows
LIVE 8am - 1pm: Saturday Show

10am - 4pm: Music Playlist
9pm: Music Playlist

Music

Genre Shows

Presenter Shows

10am - 4pm: Music Playlist
7pm: Music Playlist

LIVE 5pm - 7pm: The Soul Show with

LIVE 7am - 10am: Sunrise Show with
Roxanna Williams
LIVE 12:30pm - 2:30pm: with Mic-kail
Harris
LIVE 4pm - 7pm: Afternoon Drive with
Lauren Crowie

Golden Oldies
LIVE 7pm - 9pm: My Generation Show
with Stuart Moors

Lydia

Presenter Shows

SUNDAY

LIVE 7am - 10am: Sunrise Show with
Mic-kail Harris
LIVE 11am - 12pm: Behind The Music
with Roxanna Williams
LIVE 1pm - 3pm: Free for Sale Friday
with Lauren Crowie/Mic-kail Harris
LIVE 4pm - 7pm: Afternoon Drive with
Andrew Turner

Music
2pm- 3:30pm: Music Playlist
6pm - 7pm: Music Playlist

Presenter Shows
LIVE 8am - 1pm: Sunday Show

Chart Shows

Streaming Live On:
102.7MHz, 90.5MHz, 105.1MHz, 105.3MHz

Local News Everday At:
7am, 10am, 12 Noon, 5pm, 7pm, 10pm and 3am

LIVE 3:30pm - 6pm: Mike Brown

Would you like to be a
Volunteer Radio
Presenter for SAMS
Radio 1 call 22727
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VACANCY - WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES OPERATOR

The Environment and Natural Resources Directorate is seeking to recruit an individual to work with their Waste
Management Services team.
Candidates should have a valid Class C License and be able to demonstrate basic numeracy and literacy skills.
The salary for the post is at Grade B commencing at £6,722 per annum.
For further details regarding this post, interested persons should contact Mr Mike Durnford, Environmental Risk
Manager on Tel No: 24724 or e-mail: mike-durnford@enrd.gov.sh
Application forms and Job profiles are available from Scotland Office or Essex House and should be submitted
to the Human Resources Manager, ENRD, Essex House or e-mail: karen-thomas@enrd.gov.sh by no later than
Wednesday 27 September 2017.
All appointments are subject to the successful candidate providing satisfactory clearances, including a medical
check and vetting/DBS clearance. SHG reserves the right to have information provided on the application form
independently verified.
SHG positively accepts applications from all members of the community regardless of race, gender, disability,
age, sexual orientation, religion or belief, and will consider all applications on the basis of merit, in accordance
with the person specification. All disabled applicants meeting the minimum criteria listed in the job profile will
be guaranteed an interview.
Derek Henry
Director of Environment and Natural Resources 11 September 2017

VACANCY – EXECUTIVE MANAGER

The Environment & Natural Resources Directorate is seeking to recruit a highly motivated individual to head its
Support Services team. The candidate should have a Post Graduate Diploma in Public Management or equivalent
and previous experience working in a senior management role to include management of people, resources, strategic planning and managing change. The Executive Manager will be required to provide effective management,
leadership and direction for Support Services.
Salary for the post starts at Grade E1 (£14,138 per annum).
For further details regarding this post, interested persons should contact Mr Derek Henry, Director on telephone
number 22270 (e-mail derek-henry@enrd.gov.sh).
Application forms and a job profile are available from Essex House, Jamestown. Application forms should be
completed and submitted to Miss Karen Thomas, Human Resources Manager or email karen-thomas@enrd.gov.
sh by no later than Wednesday 27th September 2017.
All appointments are subject to the successful candidate providing satisfactory clearances, including a medical
check and vetting/DBS clearance. SHG reserves the right to have information provided on the application form
independently verified.
SHG positively accepts applications from all members of the community regardless of race, gender, disability,
age, sexual orientation, religion or belief, and will consider all applications on the basis of merit, in accordance
with the person specification. All disabled applicants meeting the minimum criteria listed in the job profile will
be guaranteed an interview.
Derek Henry
Director of Environment and Natural Resources Division
11 September 2017
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Preparing for Takeoff
Tourism director gives update on island’s readiness for expected tourists
Andrew Turner, SAMS

N

ow that ticket sales have been
announced for the scheduled Saturday SA Airlink flights to St Helena,
proposed tourism developments for
the island are soon to be tested.
The Tourism Department of ESH
has been preparing themselves in the
lead-up to the announcement. For
instance, they have been convincing potential tour operators to host
tours on the island. In the last two
years, Tourism has met with nearly
200 tour operators in order to promote the island.
“What we have been doing over the
last two years is setting up for this
moment,” said Director of Tourism Christopher Pickard. “We have
been going out into the world, meeting tour operators and saying, ‘we
promise you flights will be coming;’
and we have now reached that time
when there will be flights.”
Chris pointed out there will likely be
two types of tourists who are interested in visiting the island. The first
will be the “early adopters,” who are
expected to make up the majority
of tourists for the first six months.
They will typically be “independent
travellers who make their own bookings and do not use a tour operator.”
Tourism is expecting roughly 2,000
tourists in the first year of the Airlink
flights. Tourism is also continuing to
invest in the 600 annual yacht visitors that make up a sizeable part of
St Helena’s tourism market.
Tour operators and their clients are
expected to come later than the first
six months, but Chris said they will
provide the biggest benefits for the
island in the long-term.
“Tour operators are really for the
long-term of the island, because
they are going to produce the volume
for us,” Chris said. “How that works
is that they already have a great client base and they know what they

like. They can ring a client up and say
‘have you thought of St Helena?’ And
even if the person hasn’t read an article about it or something, they will
go, ‘what’s that got?.’”
Some tour operators have already
visited the island. One such company is linking with several other tour
operators in South Africa, the United
States and Holland in order to promote St Helena as a tourism destination.
According to Chris, inviting international media to the island will play
a vital role in boosting tourism and
will allay fears that have been generated about our runway’s safety.
With Chris also predicting a rise in
the number of private jets flying to
the island, increased press coverage
could be a valuable investment.
“I would like to see many more
press come and visit the island,”
Chris said. “It is very important now
that we change some of the negativity about the island that has been out
in the press and get the more positive side.”
Although that work is still ongoing, Chris said the delays in the

flights have had the benefit of allowing St Helena to be better-prepared
for increased tourism than we would
have been if flights had begun in May
2016.
With the smaller planes (E190s) that
will operate at the St Helena Airport,
there could be scope (if enough seats
are consistently sold and enough
money is made) to add an additional
flight each week – meaning flights
would run twice a week, which Chris
says would better suit modern tourists.
“People travelling are often cashrich and time-poor,” Chris said. “For
travellers these days, to dedicate a
week to somewhere; is a long time.
If we were to get a Tuesday flight to
come in, as well as the Saturday one,
that is then perfect because you can
offer four-night stay or the sevennight one. In terms of the economy,
people who come for four nights will
spend more than people who come
for the seven nights, because they
still all have to visit Longwood and
Plantation, and they buy the same
amount of souvenirs in that time period.”
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Baptist Church Services

DIOCESE OF SAINT HELENA

FAITH MATTERS

Activities at the Army this weekend
FRIDAY ‘QUALITY SECONDS’ SHOP
OPEN FROM 10AM TO 1PM. COME
ALONG THERE’S STILL LOTS OF LOVELY
BARGAINS FOR SALE.
SUNDAY 17TH SEPTEMBER 2017
PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICE AT THE
HALF TREE HOLLOW HALL AT 6.30PM.
ALL ARE WELCOME. TEA & REFRESHMENTS WILL FOLLOW THE SERVICE.
MONDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER
MUMS & TODDLERS AT THE HALF
TREE HOLLOW HALL FROM 10AM TILL
12NOON.
EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING
PRAYER MEETING & BIBLE STUDY AT
THE HALF TREE HOLLOW HALL AT 7.30
PM. ALL ARE WELCOME.
There is always a warm welcome for you
at the Salvation Army.
If you would like to know more about
The Salvation Army’s activities, contact Lt. Coral Yon on telephone nos
22703/24358.
Take care and God bless.

The Rock
Notices for the ROCK this
week are as follows:
Church Service
At Kingshurst Community Centre on
Sunday 17th September 2017 at 11am.
Cell Groups
At the home of Anthony & Elaine Hopkins on Wednesday 20th September 2017
at 19:30
At Sandy Bay on Wednesday 20th September 2017 at 19:00
Contact Priscilla Joshua 23249
Saturday
Special Prayer meeting to meet at White
gate. 7.45am

Sunday Services
17th September
Sandy Bay Chapel 08.45 pm
Head O’Wain Chapel 10.45 pm
Jamestown Chapel 6.00 pm
Bible Studies
Tuesday
19th September
Jamestown Schoolroom 7.00 pm
Thursday 21st September
Sandy Bay Chapel 5.30 pm

The Cathedral Parish of St Paul
Sunday 17 September
24th Sunday of the Year
8.00 a.m. Eucharist
10.00 a.m. Sung Eucharist
3.30 p.m. Eucharist

Cathedral
Cathedral
St Peter

Thursday 21 September
10.00 a.m. Eucharist
6.00 p.m. Patronal Festival

Arabia
St Matthew

ALL ARE WELCOME

Sunday 24 September
25th Sunday of the Year

BAHA’I FAITH
www.sthelenabahai.org

8.00 a.m. Eucharist
Cathedral
11.00 a.m. Sung Eucharist/Parade St Andrew
11.15 a.m. Sung Eucharist St Helena &
The Cross
5.30 p.m. Choral Evensong
Cathedral

“O ye wise men
among nations! Turn your eyes away
from foreignness and gaze unto oneness, and hold fast unto the means
which conduce to the tranquillity and
security of the people of the whole
world. … Abandon that glory which
is the cause of discord, and turn unto
that which promotes harmony.”
Baha’i Scripture
DEVOTIONAL MEETING
BAHA’I CENTRE
Gumwoods
8pm
THURSDAY EVENINGS
ALL ARE WELCOME
Telephone 24525 or 24342
www.sthelenabahai.org

The Parish of St James
Sunday 17 September
24th Sunday of the Year
9.30 a.m. Sung Eucharist

St James

Wednesday 20 September
7.30 a.m. Eucharist

St James

Thursday 21 September
6.00 p.m. Patronal Festival

St Matthew

Sunday 24 September
25th Sunday of the Year
9.30 a.m. Sung Eucharist
St James
6.00 p.m. Youth Songs of Praise St James
Parish of St Matthew
Sunday 17 September
24th Sunday of the Year
11.15 a.m. Sung Eucharist

St Mark

Thursday 21 September
6.30 p.m. Patronal Festival

St Matthew

Sunday 24 September
25th Sunday of the Year
11.15 a.m. Sung Eucharist

St Matthew

Seventh day Adventist church
9:15 – 9:30 song service
9:30-10am Sabbath school
10am -10:40 Bible studies
11am – 12:00 divine service
14:00 – 15:00 adventurers and pathfinders
Prayer Meeting: Wednesday 19:30
3rd Saturday – adventurers and pathfinders
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NOTE: The date change of the Pink Walk
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World Tourism Day 2017 presents a unique opportunity to raise awareness on the contribuƟon of
sustainable tourism to development among public and private sector decision-makers and the
internaƟonal community, while mobilizing all stakeholders to work together in making tourism a catalyst
for posiƟve change. (UNWTO)

St Helena Tourism will be hosƟng an

Informa on Day
On Wednesday, 27 September 2017
At the St Helena Tourist Oﬃce, The Canister
From 11am to 3pm
To celebrate World Tourism Day 2017 this informaƟon day will centralise around promoƟng
Sustainable Tourism Development on St Helena.
The UN General Assembly declared 2017 as the InternaƟonal Year of Sustainable Tourism for
Development. This is a unique opportunity for all to come together to promote the contribuƟon of travel
and tourism as a grand 21st century human acƟvity, to build a beƩer future for

people, planet,

peace and prosperity (Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General, World Tourism OrganizaƟon [UNWTO]).

ALL ARE WELCOME!
For further informa on please contact:
Juliet Williams, Tourism Oﬃcer on telephone 22158 or email
Juliet.Williams@tourism.co.sh

The Economic Development Group | Head Oﬃce | ESH Business Park | Ladder Hill
Tel: +290 22920 | Fax: +290 22166 | Email: info@esh.co.sh
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SENSIBLE WASTE WATER PRACTICE
Connect Saint Helena Ltd wish to advise all people
making use of Septic Tanks and Soakaways
(French Drains) across Island to refrain from
flushing any foreign objects (sanitary pads, used
condoms, etc.) down your toilets.
Septic Tanks are not designed for the biological
treatment (breaking down) of foreign matter.
Releasing of solid / undissolved matter into your
Soakaway will inevitably result in blockage of the
entire system – which will prevent it from
functioning properly and will cost money to put it
right.
The removal of built-up foreign matter inside septic tanks with our Sludge Truck proves
problematic, as it causes obstruction within the truck’s suction system. Where this is
experienced, Connect will charge the property owner for the additional time required to
remove such foreign matter from our equipment, during the process of emptying of your
Septic Tank.

12th September 2017
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SS Papanui Remembered
Onlookers found the greatest difficulty tearing themselves away
Ferdie Gunnell, SAMS

SS Papanui on fire, 1911

S

eptember 11, 2017 marks 106 years
since the steamer SS Papanui arrived off
Jamestown, St Helena with a fire in one
of her holds.
The Papanui came to anchor in James
Bay at 3:30pm. The blaze could not be
extinguished and the ship became a total loss. Destroyed by fire, Papanui was
beached on September 12, 1911 and she
lay burning the following week.
“The dense clouds of smoke and flames
issuing from the doomed ship were indeed a grand sight, especially at night,
a sight such as no-one in the island has
witnessed in the harbour, and the Glacis
was lined with people from early morn
to late at night,” The St Helena Guardian
described the beaching of the Papanui.
“The spectacle which was constantly
watched by hundreds of people was one
which was magnificent, though dreadful, and seemed to have a hypnotic effect
on many of the onlookers who found the
greatest difficulty in tearing themselves
away, staying, some of them, well into
the morning.”
For over a month the stranded passengers and crew remained on-island, quartered in the hospital, military barracks
and private homes. They had few possessions. However, their stay was made
as comfortable as possible.
The passengers were mainly young
women and girls emigrating to Australia.
One of them later recorded their stay here
as “the one pleasant experience in a long
series of setbacks and discomforts.” On
Oct. 14, 1911 the SS Opawa called to take
the stranded passengers to their destination. Before departing, passengers were
presented with money and other gifts by
Islanders.
A bronze plaque outside the Public Library reads: “This tablet was erected by
the 364 passengers in appreciation of the
kindness and hospitality showed to them
by the inhabitants of this island, Sept.
11th – Oct. 14th 1911.”
The steamer SS Papanui also carried
a crew of 108. She was a single-screw
vessel of 6,582 tonnes, built in 1899 by
William Denny and Brothers for the New
Zealand Shipping Company. She sailed
from London in late August 1911 with a
cargo rumoured to consist of cars and
other valuable material bound for Freemantle via Las Palmas and Cape Town.
She reputedly left without a Bill of
Health, and her voyage was fraught with
confusion and ended in disaster.

On Sept. 5, bunker coal in the No. 3 hold crowding into waiting boats, were leavwas discovered smouldering. Although ing “at their own risk,” he said, refusing
causing little alarm at first, efforts to ex- to accept responsibility for their actions.
His attempts to minimise the serioustinguish the fire went on for the next five
days without success, during which time ness of the fire failed to impress the ofthe ship passed within sight of St Helena ficials; it was obvious the flames were
gaining the upper hand. Satisfied that
(on Friday, Sept. 8).
Dismayed at the prospect of a 1,700 mile the passengers and most of the crew had
voyage to Cape Town, both passengers been taken on board the cable ship or
and officers were loud in their demands landed ashore, they ordered the ship to
to Captain Norre to put into Jamestown be beached.
By 5am the following morning, muffled
for assistance. This he refused to do until
it became clear the next day that the fire- explosions below decks proved the pofighting crew were making no progress sition to be hopeless and the order was
given to abandon
below.
By this time, “Directed to the Master’s cabin, ship. Island boattemperature
they were amazed to find him men, making last
in the bunkers armed with a revolver, making minute attempts to
passengers’
and tempers on
accusations of mutiny against his salvage
personal
belongboard were rising, and the Pa- crew members, appearing uncon- ings, were called off
panui was turned cerned about the fate of his ship without much success.
about for the isand those onboard.”
At this time the
land, coming to
anchor in James Bay at 3:30pm on Sept. Master was reported missing. A search
11. The Eastern Telegraph Company’s ca- party subsequently found him in the enble ship Britannia was at anchor nearby gine room, in a comatose state. By 9am
and offered assistance in disembarking the superstructure was alight, and midday saw the entire vessel providing an
the passengers.
A strange reception awaited Acting awe-inspiring sight. The scene became
Governor, Dr W.J.J Arnold and the har- even more spectacular at night, the hobour master who boarded that evening locaust lighting the town, with sides of
to discuss plans for coping with the fire. the wreck glowing red hot.
The wreck of the SS Papanui lies in about
Directed to the Master’s cabin, they were
amazed to find him armed with a revolv- 40 feet of water across James Bay with
er, making accusations of mutiny against its bow toward Thompson’s Crane. Dehis crew members, appearing uncon- pending on the tide all that is seen today
cerned about the fate of his ship and above water is part of her steering gear
those onboard. Passengers, who were balanced atop the rudder and stern post.
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Is there something you’re
looking for, or you want to buy,
exchange or sell for £500 or
less? Then why not advertise
with the Sentinel for free

Free
Classified advertising

Continues...
Ads of 30 words minimum or 50 words maximum accepted

BONUS!
All adverts will automatically be mentioned on Radio 1 via the
Free for Sale Fridays space @1pm – 3pm
FOR SALE, 4 Venetian Blinds @ £40
each (purchased @ £50).
The colour is Cherry and they
measure 1010 x 2185 cms.
These blinds are brand new but
surplus to requirement.
Please call 22544 if interested.
Leave a message if necessary.”
FOR SALE, , 2 x side steps to fit a
Toyota Hilux machine - £200.
Contact Melvin Benjamin on tele.
23395
FOR SALE, rubber mounted
windshield to fit a ford fiesta brand
new price at £200 (rubber not
included) contact 24124
FOR SALE, 2 x brand new tyres,
tubeless radial size 205/45ZR17
Price: £80 each.
1 x Honda petrol 4-stroke
Lawnmower, 16 Inch cut , which has
hardly been used since brand new.
Reason for sale - got a strimmer.
Price: £280 Contact Tony on 63715.
FOR SALE,
BRAND NEW puma Evo Speed
trainers SIZE 6 £35 Pink and Yellow on colour.
Contact Donna Crowie on 22706

FOR SALE, brand new tablet just took
out of box once, don't under stand
how to use it nothing wrong with it £100. PS3 games in good condition
and games are: fifa10, bio shock 2,
resistance fall of man, the cursed
crusade, darts pro tour, fallout new
vegas, fallout 3 - price £20 each call
22047 between the hours of4pm to
9pm.
FOR SALE, Oblong glass top table
with metal legs measuring 90cms x
160cm and can be extended 40cms,
priced at £250. This table is of very
good quality, brand new still in
original box, and is being sold at a
knockdown price. Please call 22544 if
interested. I you leave a message I
will get back to you.
FOR SALES, 800W Single 10" Sealed
Subwoofer Amplified Enclosure
Loaded . Includes a 10" FLI Audio
Underground subwoofer and
integrated amplifier + free wiring kit.
if interested Call 61628

FOR SALE, I have loads of boy clothes
for sale all sizes, t-shirts, jeans ect all
in good condition, contact Donna
Crowie on 22706
WANTED, Anyone in Longwood or
surrounding areas interested in
signing up for a six week boot camp?
Starting 2nd of October ending 11th
November 2017. Timings and days
will be arranged with those intrested
to meet daily schedules – Danielle
Yon
WANTED, PS3 Controller New or
second-hand...doesn't matter as long
as it works! Please let me know ASAP
if you have one....Eureeze is driving
me nuts without his playstation! Call
62472.
WANTED, Making Ends Meet is
specifically looking for a microwave,
stove and twin hub washing machine.
If you have any that you would love
to donate, call 65834, email
makingendsmeetsth@gmail.com or
you can leave a Private Message on
Facebook! Thanks

Contact

Tele: 22727 – Email: news@sams.sh
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Content of ExCo
Green Papers to
go online

A different way of
doing things
I

t is possible that the content in “green
papers” (pre-prepared papers that discuss background information on issues
to be discussed at ExCo meetings) will be
released to the public as early as the next
ExCo meeting.
The green papers, before now, have not
been released to the public.
Clearly, Governor Lisa Phillips and
the new council are looking at different
ways of doing things. The first meetings
of the new ExCo focused on setting the
relationship between the St Helena Government (SHG) and the public, so that
communication is more open and transparent.
The Governor said she would prefer
meetings to be less formal.
“I just think that to get a good debate
going, let’s have less standing on ceremonies and much more interaction,” she
said in a recent SAMS Radio 1 interview.
The Governor also said she would love

the public to come along to ExCo meetings, as they could then see how interactive the meetings are.
At the open-agenda meeting Aug. 29,
the Governor told ExCo members she
was conscious that the public doesn’t see
the green papers and may not know what
council is referring to when discussing
issues.
“In order to build trust with the public,
you have to be as open as you possibly
can,” Her Excellency said.
The Governor couldn’t see any problem
in having “quite a lot of the background,”
which is put into the green papers, made

public. She said she would like to see the
green papers published before meetings
take place.
“Let’s be open with the papers, even
the minutes,” she said.
ExCo reports are read over the radio and
published in press releases, but it’s difficult to know the background of the issues
mentioned.
The Governor has already given councillors flexibility to draw on information
that is in the green papers: What she
would now like to see is the content published online, so that people can see what
is being discussed.
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65834
9:41 AM

100%

Valued Client +290 65432

Do you want to contact
Making Ends Meet?
Yes
Then call 65834
Mon--Fri: 5pm--8pm
Sat:
9am--5pm
What can I do if it is
outside of these
times?
Well, just leave a
message and someone
will get back to you as
soon as they can!
|Enter Message

Email: makingendsmeetsth@gmail.com Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Making-Ends-Meet-602944713081314/
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More Than a Breeze Saints caught up in hurricane irma
Andrew Turner, SAMS

O

ver the last five days, Hurricane Irma has been tracking its
way through the Caribbean and the
south-eastern United States.
As more St Helenians live in Florida
than in any other US state – and as
a few Saints picked an unfortunate
time to travel to Florida on holiday
– many of our own islanders found
themselves in the path of the Category five storm.
Despite being reduced to a category one hurricane on Monday, Sept.
11, Irma is continuing to devastate
Florida. More than 3.4 million homes
in the state are without power, with
parts of the city of Miami under water.
“Our instincts told us to leave,” said
Florida resident Cheryl Moyce Tingler, who is the daughter of George
and Coral Moyce of Sapper Way. “We
have different priorities now with a
grandchild here and one about to be
born. My son’s wife was 1cm dilated
when we all left on Thursday [Sept.
7], on back roads to avoid traffic
leaving South Florida.”
The Tinglers were lucky to find accommodation for both them and also
their various animals.
“My son and his wife went to an
USAF buddy in Panama City,” Cheryl said. “A lovely family in Winder,
Georgia provided their farm and stable for the horses we hauled. We have
lodging at the Quality Inn in Winder,
very close to the equine and dogs.
Our cat is at the Quality Inn with us
and loving it there.”
Hurricane Irma has caused at least
four deaths as it passed through
Florida, adding to the 28 who were
killed as it passed through the Caribbean. These include the British Overseas Territories of Anguilla, Turks
and Caicos and the British Virgin Islands.
Former St Helena Chief of Police
Trevor Botting is now working in
the Turks and Caicos Islands, and
has written a letter to the people of
St Helena describing the storm (see
page 4).
St Helenian Rosie Bargo and her
son, Zac, are currently in Florida on
holiday and were caught up in the
storm.
“Some people had it worst than us,”

“Fleeing Florida on back roads to
Georgia, banjos in my ear! Not sure
if we’re doing the right thing, just
following instincts and wishing
the best for our family in TurksProvo.” - Cheryl Moyce Tingler

Zac Bargo said. “No one got hurt, but
the worst I had was a stone hit the
window. Some people had electric
cables falling on their house, causing
a fire, whilst other people had their
roof taken off their house. Furthermore, there was massive amount of
flooding around where we were. I
think we had beginner’s luck.”
Before reaching Florida, Irma had
ranked as one of the most powerful Atlantic hurricanes on record. It
maintained its category five rating
“We arrived in Winding, Georgia late last evening. Our hosts
have graciously shared their
equine facilities and shown
southern hospitality at it’s finest.” - Cheryl Moyce Tingler

for longer than any other storm on
record.
The western parts of Florida were
the worst hit by Irma, which hit the
state as a category four hurricane on
Sunday before weakening to a category one.
The troubles may not be over, as
Hurricane Irma is being followed
closely by Hurricane Jose. Hurricane
Jose is also closely followed by Hurricane Katia. Both are currently on
their way to the eastern Caribbean.
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APPEAL NOTICE
A Hearing of the Appeals Tribunal against the
Decision to Refuse (with Reasons) taken by the
Land Development Control Authority (LDCA) at
its meeting on the 5th of April 2017, will be held
on Friday, 15 September 2017 at 2pm at the Court
House in Jamestown.
Proposed Development: Temporary Car Park

Have you just been
blessed with a
gorgeous bundle
of joy?

Location: Duke of Edinburgh Playground, Jamestown adjacent to the property of Mr Eric Benjamin
Parcel Number:

080043JT

Applicants Name: Environment & Natural Resources Committee
Date of Application: 07/03/2017
tion Reference Number: 2017/27

Applica-

If your answer is Yes!
Contact Donna at SAMS
on 22727 for further
details

Would you
like to have
your baby
featured in
The Sentinel?

Date of Decision Notice: 10/04/2017
Date of this Notice: 13 September 2017
Chief Planning Officer

Signed:

Vacancy - Tourism Officer
St Helena Tourism is seeking to employ a suitably qualified and experienced individual to work within the Tourism team and
with the wider Economic Development Group.
The successful person will be responsible, as part of the Tourism team, for providing excellent customer service to visitors,
maintaining a good working rela onship with clients and stakeholders. They must also be capable of safely moving, li ing and
transpor ng of collateral and will be required to take a coordina ng role in one or more of the following areas:
x
Product Development;
x
I neraries and Tour packages;
x
Informa on Management;
x
Standards;
x
Visitor Experience;
x
Marke ng and Events.
A copy of the Terms of Reference and an applica on form can be obtained via email or collected from the Tourist Oﬃce or
Enterprise St Helena Recep on. Completed applica on forms should be submi ed to the Tourism Oﬃce Manager, The
Canister, Jamestown by no later than 1200 hrs. GMT on Monday 25 September 2017.
For further informa on please contact:
Tourism Oﬃce Manager, Helena Benne on telephone number 22158 or
email on helena.benne @tourism.co.sh

The Economic Development Group | Head Oﬃce | ESH Business Park | Ladder Hill
Tel: +290 22920 | Fax: +290 22166 | Email: info@esh.co.sh
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CONTRIBUTED ARTICLE

Homegoing – Beyond Liberation
Emma Dee, Contributed

L

ast week, we saw how St Helena was
a bustling, exciting and lively place with
compassion for the Liberated Africans
that found themselves on-island, most
not much older than children. They did
not speak the language, they did not have
the same God, they could not read and
write, yet the Islanders were encouraged
to welcome these strangers with open
arms.
Most Liberated Africans, once they had
recovered, were transported to Jamaica,
British Guiana, Trinidad, and the Cape of
Good Hope, where they were employed in
‘Indentured Servitude’. This meant that
because their passage was paid for by the
British Government, the Liberated Africans who travelled to other British Colonies were then bonded to pay back the
‘loan’ by working on the plantations of
the British Empire. It is up to the reader
to decide if this was a fate any better than
slavery.
However, there was still the question of
how to assimilate the Liberated Africans
in the Depots of Rupert’s and Lemon Valley, as well as in High Knoll Fort, into St
Helenian life and culture.
Firstly, was the question of their names.
It is telling that no West African names
seem to have survived on St Helena. In
the late 1800s a Mrs Emily Jackson was
able to interview some of the last remaining Liberated Africans on the Island.
The five individuals, all pictured, were
in the Poorhouse and over 70, as they
must have arrived on St Helena as young
adolescents. The taller man is named
Duke Wellington, and the other Blinker.
In their interview, Wellington told Mrs
Jackson they had arrived on the H. M.
Cyclops, and soon after arriving some
officers came to Rupert’s to choose servants. He related that when they lived in
the tents in Rupert’s Valley they ate biscuits, rice, salt meat and fish – but once
they became servants, they ‘lived in the
mess house and ate like soldiers.’ Many
servants took their master’s last name,
or the name of the ship they arrived on,
but it remains unclear if they chose their
new Christian names or were given them.
Certainly, some of the names recounted
by Wellington seem to have an unmistakable Saint ‘flavour;’ Old Cappy, Jack
Fry Pumpkin, to name but two.
In 1845, a free Sunday school was
opened at High Knoll for the ‘Religious
Instruction of Liberated Africans.’ At this
time, just 300 of the 5,000 strong population of St Helena were Liberated Africans.
By 1850, ten years after Queen Victoria’s decree, the number of Liberated Africans had reached 15,076.
In 1860, there was a baptism of 230

The slave tents in Rupert’s Valley as
described by Duke Wellington.

Liberated Africans in the bay of Rupert’s, all on the same day and overseen
by Bishop Claughton. What an incredible
sight; for 230 men, women and children
to be standing on the black sand of Ruperts, in the waters of St Helena, to be
reborn. Whatever your view on religion,
one thing seems clear; when those people
walked back out of the sea, they likely felt
they walked out as St Helenians.
In 1857, the building of Rupert’s first
house was completed in an area called
Haytown. Clearly, people were ready to

settle in Rupert’s. It is not far-fetched to
imagine some of them as being Liberated
Africans, who decided to call the site of
their new life home.
By 1868, only 24 slave ships were captured that year, and in 1874 Rupert’s
Valley Depot was finally closed. But the
1,000 Liberated Africans had settled; they
were here to stay.
Next week, we will see that while these
Liberated Africans became a part of St
Helena, they never forgot their roots.
Neither should we.

St Helenians alive in the late 1800s. Back row from left; Duke Wellington (perhaps
due to his height), and Blinker. Unfortunately, there is no record of the women’s
names, although they are recorded to having been nearly blind and unable to
work, due to their age.
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Temporary Position – Administrator
We are seeking the services of a temporary Administrator to start as soon as possible for a period of
approximately 1 month in the first instance.
Duties of the post includes being the primary receptionist representing the company as the first point of
contact, disseminating outage announcements to customers and the media and dealing with any queries.
Other duties will include issuing local purchase order and fuel requisitions; processing and monitoring
applications for new service connections, processing power box rental applications; and providing any other
administrative and clerical support as required.
Ideally you will have a background in administration, have good communication skills and be competent in the
use of Excel and Word.
For further information on this temporary post, please contact Kerry Lane on 22255 or pop in to see Kerry at
the Connect Saint Helena Ltd office at Seales Corner, Jamestown.
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Babcock International Group
BBC ATLANTIC RELAY STATION
ENGLISH BAY
ASCENSION ISLAND
ASCN 1ZZ

Tel +247 66800
Fax: +247 66117
www.babcock.co.uk

Vacancy for General Maintenance Technician (Mechanical) –
Power Station
Babcock has a vacancy for a full-time General Maintenance Technician (Mechanical) at the BBC
Atlantic Relay Station on Ascension Island.
The post holder will form part of the Team that is primarily responsible for Mechanical Maintenance
functions of the Power Station, specifically; Maintenance of Diesel Engines, Water Production and other
mechanical maintenance related duties under BBC Atlantic Relay Station’s portfolio.
This post will be offered either on a single or accompanied status, fixed-term contract, depending on
personal circumstances, and with bungalow accommodation. Any offer of employment will be
conditional on passing a medical examination.
Qualifications & Experience
Required:x Good understanding of safety procedures and safe working practices, particularly in the Mechanical
area
x Consistent & Developed Experience as a Mechanical Fitter or similar role
x Experience in working with diesel engines
x Competent in the use of hand tools, power tools and workshop machinery
x Good interpretation of mechanical diagrams
x Manual Handling Training and other Statutory Safety Training specific to role
x Basic knowledge of Reverse Osmosis desalination plant operation and water distribution system
x Knowledge of working with hazardous substances used as part of function
x Strong self-motivation and ability to work with minimum supervision
x Possession of current driving licence
x Basic Computer/Keyboard skills
x Ability and willingness to work flexible hours and be available for call-outs and faults outside of
office hours
Desirable Qualifications/Experience
x Experience of Power Stations’ operations and maintenance work
x Experience in the overhaul and maintenance of Diesel Generator Engines
x Working knowledge and understanding of RO Plant Operation and Maintenance
x Operation of vehicles up to 7.5 tonnes axle weight, cranes or Fork Lift Trucks
x IT Literate, particularly in use of Email, Microsoft Word and Excel at Intermediate Level
Further Qualifications/Experience requirements are detailed in the job description.
Please contact the Administrative Officer on +247 66800 (Extn 102) or email Glen.Yon@babcock.co.ac
for a Job Application Form, Job Description and for further information regarding the post.
Applications to be sent to:
Administrative Officer
BBC Atlantic Relay Station
English Bay
Ascension Island (or email Glen.Yon@babcock.co.ac )
or Fax direct to : +247 66117
Applications should be submitted on a Babcock job application form, and must be received by the end
of the working day on Friday 29th September 2017.

Babcock Communications Limited
Registered in England and Wales No. 3196204
Registered Office: 33 Wigmore Street London W1U 1QX
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How to Safely Approach Whales
Each year Humpback whales visit St Helena’s waters each year from June to December.
St Helena is used by Humpback whales as a sheltered location to give birth and allow their
calves to grow. Whales and calves can be viewed from land or from a boat. Humpback whales
are known for their spectacular breaching displays and long complex songs.
Whales and calves are very sensitive to noise. Noise from boats travel fast through water and
can be heard over long distances. If you are intending to view whales from a boat please do so
with caution and respect, observing the following guidelines to prevent disturbances:
x

x

x
x
x
x

Remain a minimum of 100m distance away
from the whale(s) and do not approach the
whale(s) from the front or rear.
If a vessel comes closer than 100m to the
whale, it must place its motor in neutral or
move at a speed less than 5 knots away
from the whale until the vessel is outside
the zone.
Do not cause a whale to alter its direction or
speed of travel.
Do not disperse a group of whales.
Snorkelling with whales is prohibited.
Please remember when a whale is with a
calf, a vessel must approach so that the
mother is always between the calf and the
vessel.

Enjoy viewing these magnificent creatures.
Please remember to report your sightings to the contact details below. For each sighting
please note the date, time and location, leaving your name and contact details should we have
additional questions.
This information is continually being used to further our scientific knowledge of seasonal
visitors and occurrences of different species. This data allows better informed conservation
measures to be put in place so we can continue to enjoy their visits into the future.
Marine Section Essex House, Jamestown on telephone 22270, email marine@enrd.gov.sh
www.facebook.com/natureconservationsthelena.
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Water Tariff Increase
Connect st helena increases water tariffs
Andrew Turner, SAMS

C

onnect St Helena’s water tariffs are
set to rise.
The proposed increase to water tariffs
will kick in Oct. 1; water prices will rise
by approximately 2%.
Essentially, this means that for treated
water, prices will increase from a £7.18
standing charge to a £8.61 standing
charge for domestic users.
Per cubic meter, for treated water there
is a cost increase of 19 pence for the first
15 cubic meters. For anything over 15 cubic meters, there is a 25 pence increase.
“Most people’s bills are predominantly
electricity,” Connect CEO Barry Hubbard
said. “This [increase] is approximately
20% to water; it doesn’t mean 20% to
everyone’s overall bill, it means about
2% to most people’s overall bill.”
Connect has said the price increase is an
attempt to cut the losses associated with
supplying water. Connect has said that
last year, the Government-subsidised
company made an average loss of £5.43
on every unit of water supplied.
Barry Hubbard said electricity charges
have not risen, because the current price
allows for Connect to break even on its
electricity supply. There has, however,
been an increase in charges for getting
electricity disconnected or reconnected.
According to Connect, this is an “inflationary increase” for the staff time and
vehicle-use for doing the job.
Connect was set up in 2013 after the divestment of all the St Helena Government
(SHG)’s utilities services. The company is
wholly owned by SHG, and since divestment Connect has received a significant
subsidy that has been gradually reduced.
SHG currently grants £650,000 to Connect in annual subsidy. As the electricity system is now breaking even, Connect
said this subsidy is used to mitigate the
loss associated with water supply.
“What we have done before has been
inflationary rises across the range of
tariffs,” Barry Hubbard said. “What has
happened now is that the electricity –
consumers are paying the full price of the
cost of supplying and producing electricity. So we have no need to increase that
anymore, but we do have a big need to
increase water.”
Not everyone is happy with the timing
of these changes. Councillor Cyril Leo, in
an open letter (published on page 6), has
recommended that there be a six-month
delay to the introduction of these new
tariffs as he believes they could have a

negative impact on economic development.
“The costs of electricity and water will
have a major influence on the possibility
of developing an economy that can soon,
rather than later or never, serve all the
people of St Helena for good,” Cyril said.
“With respect, in my opinion, Connect
has the monopoly to provide the service
and therefore will always be in a position
to hold St Helena to ransom and their
customers ‘over a barrel’ when deciding,
justifiably or otherwise, to increase the
costs of utilities.”
With the increase in costs, islanders are
asking if we will see an increase in the
quality of water. Connect Head of Operations Leon de Wet said Connect still
needs to bring water up to an “acceptable standard,” but that this will be a
slow process.
“We need to slowly bring the standards up to a certain level where its acceptable, and I think we’ve already made
some major strides in that from where
we started off in 2013,” Leon said. “But
it’s not an event, it’s a process. It takes
time.”
When asked how they believe tariff
charges would affect people on low in-

comes or benefits, Connect said that
people who will be affected should be
protected by SHG’s Minimum Income
Standard. According to Barry Hubbard,
the Minimum Income Standard will be
automatically adjusted to reflect the increased tariffs.
For agricultural users, said Barry, Connect has left money, which would otherwise have formed part of their subsidy,
with SHG. SHG will then grant this money as a targeted subsidy directly to those
users. These users will be contacted by
SHG directly to discuss the details of how
the money will be divided.
Connect said there is a hope that one
day, water and electricity prices could
drop. But how realistic is this vision?
For electricity, Connect said, this might
be possible. This would be done by increasing the amount of renewable energy
sources that are used on-island, therefore reducing the large costs of using
diesel to generate electricity.
On the water situation, according to
Connect, there is a much higher cost associated with producing the supply. It is
therefore unlikely that there will be any
reduction in charges for water. In fact, it
seems likely there will be further rises.
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Welcome to Mantis St Helena
Mantis hotel hosts open day
M

antis hosted an open day for the 1, 2, 3 Main Street Project Saturday, Sept. 9. Between 1 and 3pm, people came
to the Mantis Hotel site to see the newly furnished kitchen and bathrooms, and to see the rooms that are yet to be
furnished and the newly tiled terrace. Visitors also got a preview of the concept for the finished hotel, thanks to the
technical drawings and renders that were on display. The hotel staff was on-hand to talk people through their sections of the hotel and to give an idea of who will be staffing the hotel at its soft launch, which will take place in time
for the flights that are expected to begin Oct. 14.
Andrew Turner, SAMS

“I think it’s a really fabulous job with what has
been achieved here and I for one am very much
looking forward to starting my new role here at
Mantis St Helena” - Shelly Magellan-Wade, Front
Desk Reception Agent
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“It’s nice to see that we actually have the new hotel for tourists so
that we can accommodate them when they come on the plane. The
kitchen is really cool and it will be nice when they have food coming out of it,” – Adam Fowler, one of the open day visitors.

“It’s such a beautiful structure and I love how they preserved
all the history,” – Shelby Bargo, one of the open day visitors.
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ST HELENA LIBERATED AFRICAN BONES
REBURIAL
DfID funded the Air Access Project which took place between 2007-2008 Unsurprisingly many more human remains
were excavated, and still await respectful reburial. This information is an attempt at a record of the story so far.
Barbara George, Contributed

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

V

ICE ADMIRALTY COURT OF
1840 - 1872. This Court which was
set up on the island liberated over
26,000 African Slaves over the following years. The enslaved Africans were designated to live initially
in Lemon Valley (till 1843), but as
numbers of arrivals increased, Rupert’s Valley became the depot right
into the 1860’s. Although the majority of those arriving survived, slave
vessels arrived also with corpses on
board, requiring reburial and many
died soon after landing. This Report
reckons that around 8000 Africans
were buried, initially in Lemon Valley and the much larger numbers in
Rupert’s Valley. Some stayed on the
island while most were sent on to
other colonies. Of course many died
as a result of their treatment on the
slave ships, and the island was totally unprepared for such an increase in
numbers of suffering humanity.
Dr. McHenry who was returning
to England in 1840 was asked to stay
on the island to look after these poor
refugees, and he has left a detailed
account of the period he spent with
them at Lemon Valley with the initial
arrivals ( which includes some fascinating stories of their origins and
initiative)
Of the approximate 15,000 brought
to St. Helena in the 1840’s, apart
from the deaths, 543 stayed voluntarily on the island and others were
sent on to other territories.
• 1863 Ruperts Valley graveyards
were full and the Governor of the
time gave permission to bury the remains of the Liberated Africans who
died after this date, at Half Tree Hollow Graveyard.
When this area became full in later
years, it was made into a Playground,
and these remains were eventually dug up and kept in St. Swithin’s
Chapel in the Cathedral until the
first reburial in 1997. These remains

are now buried near the cathedral
• 1984 during excavations for the
Power Station in Ruperts, more remains were unearthed from an unmarked mass burial ground. Although Melliss’ map showed some
graveyards, the location of all was
not known. These were stored in
cleaned out oil drums at PWD until
1997 when the reburial at the Cathedral took place.
• 1985 A Committee appointed by
the Governor agreed that these remains from Ruperts and those from
Half Tree Hollow which had already
been put in boxes and placed in St.
Swithin’s Chapel should eventually be interred at Rupert’s Valley.
A Memorial Garden was planned to
be built in conjunction with the proposed new church at Ruperts.
• 1996 The Church at Ruperts was
built and dedicated – 21 years ago
but no Memorial Garden to date.
• 1997. I don’t know why the Memorial garden was not pursued, but
Bishop John Ruston held a little ceremony in this year which I attended,
along with several others, on 6th
April 1997, at the graveyard at St.
Paul’s where these human Remains
were reburied outside consecrated
ground near to the graves of the 3
Indian seamen who died after reaching the island following the sinking
of the “City of Cairo”, in 1942. These
seamen each have a tombstone
erected by the shipping Company,
but the mound over the slave bones
had no marker. These bones were in
boxes, and were mixed with bones
from the former Half Tree Hollow
graveyard.
The service itself was very moving
and dignified.
The explanation of the circumstances given by the Bishop on the
programme for the short service
says:“The physical remains of some of
the liberated Africans who died in
Rupert’s Valley in the middle years
of the last Century (i.e. the 19th)
were unintentionally unearthed

during the digging of the foundations for the Power House and other building activities there several
years ago------.
Some human remains have also
been unearthed more recently during building operations in Half Tree
Hollow, where there was a graveyard
(no longer used) also many years
ago. This short service is in order, in
reverence and respect to past generations of people whose remains
were disturbed (some of whom were
Christians while some had not heard
the Gospel of Christ and held to different Faiths) to lay to rest before
the Lord, those physical remains
which were thus disturbed in building operations in connexion with
(the) electricity supply which was
for the benefit of the whole community, regardless of religious belief.”
For the main Scripture Reading,
Bishop Ruston chose passages from
Genesis which show that, “from
earliest times since humans were
created by the Lord, human beings
desired that the earthly remains of
loved ones should be reverently laid
to rest in suitable places of burial”
Let us hope that the slave remains
excavated 2007-08 at Ruperts can be
reburied soon with dignity.
•
1997 - 2008 Following the
2007 Faber Maunsell report to support the EIA for the Haul Road to
the proposed airport, a high profile
Research Project Team arrived here
in 2008 sponsored by the Council
for British Archaeology, led by Andy
Pearson and Ben Jeffs, along with 7
other highly qualified researchers
of various disciplines covering Archaeology, Conservation, Anthropology, Research, and Museum Curation. The book “Infernal Traffic”
recounting the details of the horrors
suffered by these abused human beings was published in 2011.
The remains then unearthed were
again stored in the Pipe Building.*
2006- 2008. The Remains of approx. 325 Liberated Africans unearthed initially during the trial pit-
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ting between 2006-2007 prior to the
formal investigation in 2008 by the
CBA (Council for British Archaeology (CBA) Project) were again left
in storage in the Pipe Building in
Jamestown for a decision to be made
by islanders on their reburial and
they are still there 9 years later in
2017. The following information is
a summary from the Introduction to
the CBA Report 169:The 2008 excavations took in only
a small area, but the density of burials was so great that 325 articulated skeletons were found, along
with other disarticulated bones. The
level of preservation was high – the
survival of nails and hair being recorded. Multiple burials were prevalent due to limited space (up to 7 in
one grave suitable for one person).
Only 5 people were found buried in
wooden coffins in the area under
study. There were 4 still or newborn
babies and a single adolescent male.
Mostly young people – 1/3rd being
skeletons of children up to 12 years
old. Young and Prime adult males
were also present. Only 17 were of
older people – aged between 36-45
and that was the oldest found. There
is no doubt they were all of African
origin, and the cultural practice of
filing or chipping teeth (which Dr.
McHenry noted in his Diaries while
being asked to stay here when returning to England from to care
for the first arrivals at Lemon Valley), was evident. Little evidence
remained of the physical abuse they
must have endured. Their diet had
been poor and scurvy was evident.
Lead musket balls were also recovered from the graves indicating
some of the victims had been shot.
Items of Jewellery were also found.
1. The bodies were removed from
the ships and dumped quickly after
a ship arrived, so no special burial
traditions were followed.
2. The introduction ends by saying
that:3. THIS SITE IS UNIQUE – no other
known burial ground contains solely
the bodies of first generation Africans who died as a result of their
transportation.
4. On a cultural level too, the site
has huge resonance, providing a
stark physical reminder of the human consequences of the slave trade.

• 2014 – There was a high profile
Exhibition in Liverpool of these remains. As reported in the Sentinel
by Richard Wallis :- “Liverpool’s
International Slavery Museum is the
only National Museum in the world
to cover transatlantic slavery and
its legacies as well as contemporary
forms of slavery and enslavement.
This is the first ever international
exhibition to look at recently discovered graveyards containing the
remains of liberated Africans in Rupert’s Valley. The graveyards were
the final resting place for liberated Africans freed from the illegal
slave –running vessels by the Royal
Navy’s West Africa Squadron in the
middle decades of the 19th Century.”
Dr Richard Benjamin, Head of the
Museum commented that “these
historic excavations show how significant St. Helena is when discussing not only transatlantic slavery
but the reach and development of
the African Diaspora.
The importance of this find, he
said, in global terms is greatly significant and is one of only a handful of burial grounds related to the
transatlantic slave trade.”
The exhibition was planned to run
for a year
• Yet on St. Helena they continue to
await respectful reburial, although
agreed in a previous survey. Many
islanders feel that they should have
been buried with dignity soon after
the excavations, to show proper respect for the dead. No further progress has been made to date. Plenty
of talking but no reburial alongside
those with whom they died in those
terrible times.
• Heidi Bauer-Clapp, researcher
from USA brought a plaque in recent years to identify and recognise
the Remains buried earlier near the
Cathedral and again a moving Short
Service was held there.
SUMMARY OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS DUE TO AIRPORT ACCESS *
EXCAVATIONS OF LIBERATED AFRICAN GRAVEYARD IN RUPERT’S
VALLEY 2007-08.
Extracted from the Research Report 169 of the Council for British Archaeology, published in 2011
which records the process.
Over 26,000 Liberated Africans arrived on the island during the period
between 1840 and 1872. Lemon valley was the first destination but the

Depot was moved to Ruperts in 1843.
The majority survived, and most of
these were moved on to other colonies, mainly in the Caribbean. However the mortality rate on the slave
ships and after landing was very
high. Burial at sea was impractical,
and around 8000 Africans were buried mainly in Rupert’s Valley. In the
small area of around 100x30 m, 325
articulated skeletons were recovered
as well as many disarticulated bones.
These currently remain in storage.
5. 8th August 2013. Bio archaeologist Heidi Bauer – Clapp’s first
visit . On her return “decisions will
be made by the community about
where the remains will be buried”
(and what an Ossuary would look
like?)
6. 23rd August 2013
INTERNATIONAL REMEMBRANCE
OF THE ABOLITION OF THE SLAVE
TRADE
Between 1840-69, Of the 15,000
Liberated Africans brought to St.
Helena in the 1840’s, 543 stayed
on the island voluntarily and 4,760
died. Others were sent on to other
destinations.
7. 3rd April 2014. EXHIBITION
IN LIVERPOOL - INTERNATIONAL
SLAVERY; LIBERTY BOUND. SLAVERY AND ST. HELENA - In partnership with Dr. Andy Pearson of the
Council for British Archaeology Research Project and St. Helena Museum Curator, Lucy Caesar. The exhibition took 3 years from planning to
delivery, and 325 Liberated African
Remains were dug up during excavating a road for the airport Project,
2017 5th January An Article in the
Sentinel headed EXECUTIVE COUNCIL GIVES FULL SUPPORT - to the
ENRC Proposal to agree changes to
the Ordinance to enable re-burial in
Ruperts:- “an area close to the Run
in Ruperts where Basil Read bulk
fuel depot currently stands has been
designated - as: Liberated African
Reburial ground Plot 0082.” Although it was understood that work
could not start until the fuel depot is
dismantled, but the site is secured.
Planning permission to be sought
for change of land use accompanied
by a simple EIA.

Where are we at in this
process?
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Directors’ Report and Audited Financial Statements 2016-17
Extracts from the Directors’ Report 2016-17
The financial year in review started with great optimism in anticipation of air-access to St Helena and the launch of
the Bank’s new products and services. Whilst work continued on both throughout the financial year and is ongoing to date, the benefits of both were not realised as expected.
With the St Helena Pound on parity with sterling the Bank has seen a change in foreign exchange differences and
rising costs for purchases made in other currencies. Most affected by the changes in the global economy is the
Bank’s investment portfolio. Even before the Brexit decision interest rates were low, and the returns the Bank has
seen on its Certificate of Deposit’s (CD’s) have been reducing.
The delay in commercial operation of the airport has resulted in considerable unsettlement on the island as future
access to St Helena is unknown. The uncertainty has led to a noticeable lull in business activity across the island,
and in the demand for loans.
Despite a number of factors in both the internal and external environments the Bank made a profit after tax of
£307,620 for the financial year 2016/17. This is an increase of £20,792 (7%) from 2015/16.
Customer monies held by the Bank have continued to decrease during 2016/17… at a peak in 2014/15 deposits
have been eroding ever since with a decrease of 2.6% in 2015/16 and 0.5% in 2016/17. This can be linked to
the completion of the airport and contractors leaving the island. During the year the Bank introduced a new Term
Savings Account which offers an interest rate of 0.6% provided no more than 1 withdrawal is made in the
year…the Bank saw uptake of this new product and at the year end £14,573,184 was held in Term Savings
Accounts.
Whilst not growing as expected the Bank’s overall lending portfolio saw an 11% increase for 2016/17 compared
to an increase of 7% in the previous year.
The financial year 17/18 is set to be an exciting time for the Bank as the Local Debit Card project will be rolled
out, with the trial having commenced in June. Debit cards will bring great benefits to its customers, both
merchants and individuals as transactions are made in real time. A higher degree of automation will also
significantly reduce the amount of manual work the Bank undertakes which will lead to greater efficiency and cost
savings in the longer term.
International pre-paid cards are still firmly on the Bank’s agenda and it is hoped that a suitable provider can be
found in the next financial year. The Bank is acutely aware of the need for this product, specifically in reducing the
amount of cash being carried when going overseas. This project has been set back due to card licencing and
which jurisdiction St Helena falls into. The safety of customer funds is paramount and the Bank will ensure
relevant due diligence procedures are carried out before any agreement is reached.
A summary of the Financial Statements is reproduced below. The full Directors Report and Audited Financial
Statements for the financial year 2016-17 can be downloaded from the Bank’s website and a printed copy is
available for reading at each branch.
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
Note
Income
Interest Receivable
Interest Payable
Net Interest Income
Fees & Commissions
Other Income
Total Income

2017
£

4
5

6

Expenditure
Employee Costs
Premises Costs
Investment Management Fees
Depreciation Tangible Fixed Assets
Depreciation Intangible Fixed Assets
Provisions
Audit Fees
Financial Services Authority Fees
Other Expenditure

7

8

Total Expenditure
Profit on ordinary activities, before taxation
Taxation
Deferred Taxation

9
20

Profit on ordinary activities, after tax

2016
£

1,660,832
(277,822)
1,383,010
275,737
110,477
1,769,224

1,678,291
(459,837)
1,218,454
235,757
128,819
1,583,030

672,479
59,225
43,675
49,838
21,563
95,082
34,315
19,000
384,706

619,619
50,927
44,221
40,247
24,014
28,416
20,000
18,583
352,231

1,379,883

1,198,258

389,341
(107,058)
25,337

384,772
(104,356)
6,412

307,620

286,828

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 MARCH 2017
Note
Fixed Assets
Tangible Fixed Assets
Intangible Fixed Assets
Current Assets
Cash
Bank Balances
Investments
Other Assets
Lending

Total Equity

£
445,448
187,733
633,181

367,316
30,829
398,145

15
16
13
14

773,870
3,989,938
58,800,000
1,296,039
13,545,515

781,279
3,935,946
59,800,000
1,712,065
12,238,744

78,405,362

78,468,034

79,038,543

78,866,179

72,761,329
457,573
73,218,902

73,126,044
228,114
73,354,158

5,819,641

5,512,021

3,219,285
2,600,356

3,219,285
2,292,736

5,819,641

5,512,021

12

17
18

TOTAL NET ASSETS
REPRESENTED BY:
Share Capital
Retained Earnings

2016

£

10
11

Total Assets
Liabilities
Customer Current & Deposit Accounts
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities

2017

22
23

The financial statements on pages 17 to 30 were approved and authorised for issue by the Board on 01 September 2017
and were signed on its behalf by:
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SPOOKY

HALLOWEEN BALL
At: Plantation House
On: 28 October 2017
Time: 7:30pm - 12:00pm
Tickets: £12.00
Call Christine - 24920
Tessa - 61515
Loretta - 24026
Gift - 22543
Daryl - 24161 or
Debbie - 24453
To Book Your Tickets
Dress for the Occasion
Snacks will be Provided
Complimentary Spooky Punch
on Arrival
Photo Booth
Spooky House Tour
Amphibians Bar
DJ Matthew Squares

PRO
OCEEDS TO:
PROCEEDS
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One Fish, Two Fish, Three Fish More
Fish Statics from January to August
Donna Crowie, SAMS

The

St Helena Fisheries
Corporation provided The
Sentinel with some ‘fishy’
statistics for this year. We
have provided the statistics from last year, as well,
for comparison. Fish was
exported via Cape Town to
Spain and Portugal.
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CCC gets time-sectioned
CCC begins visiting-hours trial period
Andrew Turner, SAMS

V

isiting Hours have been introduced
at the Community Care Complex (CCC) in
Half Tree Hollow.
Daily visiting times will be split into
three slots. The first is from 10.30am to
noon; the second starts at 3pm and carries on until 5.30pm; and the final slot is
from 7pm to 9pm.
According to the Safeguarding Directorate, the visiting hours have been implemented to protect the dignity of clients
during meal times and staff changeovers
– when sensitive information is typically
discussed.
The visiting hours have been implemented for a trial period until November
2017.
“In order to ensure that we provide
both supportive and dignified care to
the residents living at the CCC, we have
recently implemented a Visiting Hours
Policy,” said Safeguarding Director Matt
Ansell. “We will run this initially for
three months, and take feedback from

residents and their families and friends
who visit them during this period. We
will review this in November 2017, before
any longer-term decision is taken. During this time the CCC Manager, Wendy
Henry, is happy to meet and talk to any
visitor about this and is also willing to be
flexible depending upon specific circumstances.”
According to Matt, most of the visiting
family members that have been consulted are happy with the change. However,
some of the family members of residents
at the CCC are not entirely pleased.

“For me, it is really important to see
my mother on a Sunday because that
feels like a family day,” said one family member of a CCC resident. “On the
first Sunday, I went up at 10:30 and my
mum didn’t come out of the bathroom
until 11:10; that only gave me 50 minutes
to spend with her, because you have to
be out again by 12. All the people I know
who visit at around the same time as me,
we always leave at around meal times. I
know where they are coming from when
they talk about peoples’ dignity, but that
is their home.”

Blue Hill Community Center
Dance
The Duke of Edinburgh Awards Authority is planning to start the 27th round of activities in October
2017.
If you’re between the age of 14 and 24 and interested in gaining an internationally recognised
award then we want to hear from you!
Please contact any of the following committee
members by no later than Friday 29th September
2017:
Noleen Stevens (24333),
Emerald Newman (22705),
Sally Hickling (24210)
Annalene Young (22052 or 24290)
Nigel Benjamin (23043

All welcome!!
Friday, September 22
8:30pm-1:30am
Music by Brian Constantine & Friends
Hot tasty snacks on sale!
Entry price ǧ
Come kick your heels up!!!
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CONTRIBUTED ARTICLE
Dear Editor,
Last week I had a telephone call from a gentleman at the Tourist Office asking about photographs and information regarding the missing
fountain which adorned the upper part of Main
Street in 1890. I told him what I knew about
the last sighting of the fountain and perhaps
many readers may be interested to know about
this.
During the early 1980’s, the late Governor
Massingham came into my office one day
when I was Acting Colonial Treasurer (present post Financial Secretary). He was quite
concerned about the shortage of Government
Landlord housing. One of the many hats
I wore at the time was that of Government
Landlord. I asked the Governor to accompany
me to the old stables in the Castle Gardens
which is now Ann’s Place. I
showed him the dilapidated
building which could be renovated and utilized. We had a
brief discussion about it and I
told him that I would put the
wheels in motion to have the
necessary work carried out.
Before we walked out of the
building I noticed the fountain
on the ground against the wall;
and also the platform and top
of the bird house which also
adorned the garden at the time.
I told the Governor that the
fountain was erected in Main
Street to commemorate the
terrible rock fall on 17 April
1890 which killed 9 people.
That is the last I saw of the
fountain. The photo depicts
the fountain in Main Street.
The other one shows that the
fountain had already been removed in 1949.
Yours Sincerely
David Clarke
A.E.David
Clarke

The Editor,

Season’s Greetings

Merry Xmas

I refer to The Sentinel of 7 September 2017. Jamestown THEN AND NOW. It says the Memorial Fountain
was later stolen (the culprits were never caught). Who said it was stolen? From the information stated
in my letter (above) to the SENTINEL dated 18 December 2014, it should not be too hard to find out what
actually happened to the fountain. I supplied two pictures- 1890 where the fountain was “in situ” and the
other 1949 when it had been removed.
As Stated in my letter (above), in the early 1980’s the fountain was stored in the old stables at the Castle
Gardens (now Ann’s Place). It must have been removed when the building was renovated by the PWD. Who
was the Chief Engineer at the time - Major Clements?

Christmas and New Year.

The should be records in the PWD Office relating to the work carried out on the house.
Yours sincerely,
A.E. David Clarke

Julian, Julie
and Jayann Fowler.
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SPORTS ARENA
Golf Report weekending 10 September 2017
The second and final round of the Bank of St Helena Challenge Cup was played on Sunday 10 September. Back to form
Nick Stevens carded a second round net six under par 62 to add to his first round score of 69 giving him a total score of 131 to
leap ahead and take first place. His round on Sunday included a gross 34 on the front nine setting him up to play consistently
over the second nine to become the winner of the Bank of St Helena Challenge Cup. In second place was Tony Green with a
net par second round of 67 to add to a first round of 69, total 136. Third place went to Larry Legg after a count back with Peter
Johnson. Larry scored a second round net par 71 following his net 67 in the first round giving him a total of 138. Nearest the
Pin prizes were won by Jeffrey Stevens on the 5th and Lawson Henry on the 16th. The Two Ball Pool was shared between
Nick Stevens and Lawson Henry. The Club was pleased to welcome Acting Managing Director of the Bank of St Helena Joey
George who presented the prizes. The St Helena Golf Club wishes once again to thank the Bank of St Helena for sponsoring
the competition and for their continued support. The competition next Sunday 17 September will be the monthly medal. Anyone wishing to sponsor the tournament would be most welcomed. Sign-up sheets are on the Club Notice Board or members
can leave their names on the Club telephone Message Service 24421 by Friday afternoon.
Tony Green, Contributed

Football Results Week 15

Sat 9 September
Rovers 3
Ronan Legg 2, Tyler Benjamin
Harts 0
Yellow Cards: Andrew Yon (Harts) Dangerous Tackle, Rico Benjamin (Rovers) Dissent
MOM: Rico Benjamin
Wolves 5
Jace Williams 2, Greg Phillips, Scott Duncan, Cody Thomas
CSB 0
MOM: Gregory Phillips (Wolves) YPOM: Brandon Harris (Wolves)
Sun 10 September
Bellboys 5
Corey Scipio 3, Aiden Duncan, Alex Langham,
Saints 0
MOM: Robert Bedwell (Saints) YPOM: Corey Scipio (Bellboys)
Crusaders 5
Cecil Johnson 2, Chris Furniss, Josh Benjamin, Christopher Herne
Fugees 0
MOM: Cecil Johnson (Crusaders) YPOM: Josh Benjamin (Crusaders)
Axis 3
Rico Williams, Damien Stevens, Rhys Francis
Wirebirds 3
Alistair Buckley, Clayton Leo, Weston Clingham
Yellow Cards: Rick Thomas (Wirebirds) Dangerous Tackle, Mario Green (Wirebirds) Verbal Abuse
MOM: Deon Yon (Axis)

FOOTBALL FIXTURES
SATURDAY:

SUNDAY:

1:30PM - CSB V BELLBOYS
3:30PM - ROVERS V AXIS

11:30AM - FUGEES V HARTS
1:30PM - SAINTS V CRUSADERS
3:30PM - WIREBIRDS V WOLVES

